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New food service on the way 
Chartwells bagged after 13 years New provider fights allegations 
BY ELLEN STAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College announced a major 
change in its dining operations Friday: its 
food-service provider of 13 years will be re-
placed. Sodexho Marriott Services will 
now be responsible for fcedmg students, fac-
ulty and staff for at least the next five years. 
The Maryland-based Sodexho Marriott 
(NYSE: SDH) will replace Chartwclls 
when its contract expires on May 31. 
Chart wells was one of the five finalists com- BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
pcling for the contract. Editor in C_l!!.~f _ 
The college has invested much of this 
year reviewing the food-service plan, and Ithaca College's selection of S1xlcxho Mar-
next week will finalize the.five-year deal at riott as its new food-service provider come!> 
an undisclosed price. at the same time the company ha.\ made head-
John B. Oblak, vice president of student lines regarding its labor practices and cafe-
aff airs and campus life, said a new din- -It tcria conditions at the University of 
ing services director will be appoint- • • Albany. Also, at 10 college 
cd and Sodexho Mamon , • campuses students held sit-ins 
will interview all current Sodexho Marriott April_ 4 ~o protest Sodexho 
SeeMARRIOTT,page4 -------·--·--- s~Rvtns ------------ Mamotts rcla11onsh1p to a 
Evolution Party 
crushes Approach 
Sere_ndipity wins 
in Senior Class race 
BY BENJAMIN B. MCMILLAN 
~~raff Writer 
Landslide. 
That word encapsulates the Evolution and 
Serendipity parties' victories over their op-
ponents, the Approach and Green parties. 
Pending vote~ from the Los Angeles Pro-
gram, the Evolution Party received 850 votes 
or 80.3 percent of the overall student 
turnout in the Student Government executive 
board race. 
Evolution's opponent, the Approach 
Party, received 207 votes or 19.5 percent. 
In the Senior Class race, Serendipity was 
propelled into oflice with 263 votes (73.9 per-
cent). Its rival, the Green Party, received 63 
votes (23.6 percent). 
Junior Student Body President-elect 
Daniel Tillapaugh said lus party's win put a 
close to a very good campaign. 
"[The Evolution Party! is very excited 
about the chance to represent the students of 
Ithaca College," he !>aid. "Next year we re-
ally want to ensure more participation in SGA 
on all levcb. We 111vitc students, faculty, staff 
and adminislration to work along side ofus." 
Tillapaugh was joined in victory by 
Evolution's vice prcs1dent-elccts, junior 
John Balduui (campu!-> affairs) and sopho-
mores Jay!->on Pope (commu111cat1ons). Kia 
Ko1.un (acadenucs) and Amy Harrington 
(busmes!-> and finance). The member~ of the 
new executive board will begin their one-
year terms May 14 
"We would like to thank everyone for vot-
ing for us," Pope said. "It 1~ encouragmg to 
know so many people have faith in our be-
liefs, and our party as a whole." 
Sophomore Douglas Gagnon, the Ap-
proach Pa11y's pres1den11al candidate. said he 
was disappointed, but will rem::11n involved 
with ~tudent activities on the campu~. 
private, for-profit prison, which ha.-, come un-
der fire for alleged scandab. 
Sodexho Marriott's parent company. 
Paris-ba~cd Sodexho Alliance, 1s a !>harc-
holdcr m the Corrections Corp. of Ameri-
ca, which runs the private pn!->on facil1t1e!-> 
Sodexho Marriott neither operates pn~on\ 
nor serve!> food in pn!->on~. 
The "Not With Our Money'" campaign 
question~ Sodexho Mamou 's rclation!->h1p to 
the prison mdu!->lry, calling on \tudents to hoy-
See ALBANY, page 4 
"We totally support Evolutwn," he 
said. '"But we still plan to do !->omcthrng 
about the ideas we sland for." 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX MORRISON.THE ITHACN, 
Scrnor Cla~s Pn.::s1dent-clcct Meg 
B001.e said the campaign was handled 
very well, and that her party. 
Scrend1p11y. i~ anxmu~ to get started 
"The campaign was reflective ol 
all the people who were in-
volved," she said. ··11 was fair, rel-
atively ca!->y-going, and the vibe was 
a friendly one be1wcen the parties " 
8001.c and Sercndipty's other 
officers. Vice Pres1dcnt-clcct Lau-
ren AcJ..cr, Secretary-elect Amy 
Dolan and Trca~urcr-clect 1c~~1c,1 
"Zaminy" Hibbard will start their 
term 111 Augu~t. Election Committee 
Chall' Diane Nocerino, a Junior. ~aid 
Election 2000 was a succc~~-
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN "The elccllons committee did a very 
JUNIOR DANIEL TILLAPAUGH hugs junior good job at running a fair and unbiased 
Lauren Acker upon hearing he had won the stu- election," Noccrino, the current SGA 
dent body presidency Wednesday. Acker won vice president of commumcatwn!->, 
College students allege police biases 
BY GERILYN M. CURTIN 
S11ur1, t-:tluo, 
It 1~ I a 111. on a Saturda) ThL' lo~·al bar, 
have JU~! clo\Cd and a crowd torm, ou1-
~1de of G1110 \ P111.cna Sllllll' pcopk .,re 
eating p111.a. oth.:r, arc ,onah1111g 
Th111g~ hcg111 to get a llllle rnwdy and hL·-
forc too long, the police an: hrcaJ..mg up 
the actwn. Th1\ 1~ a ~ccnc ,tudt:nh \\ 1lllL"\s 
throughout their collq!e cart:cr, 111 lth.1L·.1 
Jumor Conor H.:un ~.llll h.: ha, \\ 11-
nc~~ed police quc-,tH1n1ng pcllpk L'Pll-
grcgaung: out~1de ot (,1110\ 
"'!The police I don't like 10 ,cc a lot lll 
college kids hanging out 111 the ~trcct. ht:-
cau~e they thmJ.. thcr.: 1~ .1 po.,.,1hd1t) ol 
a prohlem ~tarting:· hc ,aid 
I k ,.ud tht: p11licL' 1il1L'11 II) 1(1 d1,pL'l'L' 
lhL' Llll\\d 
··s111L"L' 1hc1c· 1,11·1 .1 ,·11111c hc11H.! c,1111-
111111cd. till') Pl ten g,1111 .md .111c111pi' 1,, lmd 
,I L'[IIIIL' ',\) thn h,I\L" ,I IL'.IS\lll IP hrL'.I" ll 
up.'" 1-kun ,aid 
lth,IL,I 1'11hll' DLjl,lrllllL'lll ,,111, 1.tl, 
111,lllll.llll th.II clll\\d c'llllllPI 1,I ,111\ 
gn,up 1, .1 ,c11llu, u11dL·11.d,111g th.11 111u,1 
hl' ,IL'(lllllplJshl•d S\\ lfll:, Ill jlllllL'd 1iffl-
lL'[', .1, \\cll .1, C\l'l\(lllL' L'l'L' Ill thc ,lrl',1 
"C1m,d, 1u111 ugl:, 1.,,1. .. II'[) [).:put) 
Clue! L.1u1cn S1g11c1 ,.11d "Ou1 gu.il 1, IP 
111.,J..c \llrL" \\ C ,lfl" .1hk 1,' fll l llCL'l l"\ LT) l lllC. 
1ndud1ng 11111,L·hc, l'lll1,c arc the lal'lor, 
thal ClllllCrll IJ\ lllllll'. lllll th.II II" ,I crllwd 
See ITHACA POLICE, page 4 I the vice presidency of the Senior Class. said. "I congratulate al I the parties " ______J 
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l~sues 
,n rne N.ews 
European community asserts its independence from East and West 
• BY MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE 
News Editor 
The growing gap between Europe and 
the West. as well as Europe and the East, 
widened last week following two Euro-
pcan-unif ying decisions. 
Six European nations that arc members 
of NATO but not the European Union have 
reservations about a proposed EU military 
force, which might not only weaken the 
Atlantic alliance but also Europe's tics to 
the United States, according to The 
Washington Post. 
The Czech Republic, Hungary, Iceland, 
Poland, Norway and Turkey arc galled that 
the 15-mcmber Union has shut them out 
of the beginning stages of planning for the 
EU force that was first proposed at a sum-
mit in December. 
In the East, a decision by the Council of 
Europe to suspend Russia's membership and 
voting rights unless talks to end the fighting 
in Chechnya begin soon, angered the Rus-
sians by raising the question: Is Russia a true 
member of the European community'? 
The decision, acclaimed by the 50-ycar-
old parliamentary assembly set up to safe-
guard human rights in its member nations, 
but which has little real power, caused the 
Russian delegation to walk out of the 
Council in Strousbourg, France. 
lnc Russian minister to Chechnya fol-
lowed up the walkout with this statement 
Friday, "If anyone tries to come [to 
Chechnya] and impose on us his own so-
lutions, this will be a very dangerous un-
dertaking," according to The Baltimore Sun. 
Members of the EU and the Council of 
Europe, notably France, have been push-
ing for Europe to act with more autono-
my and without consultations with what 
is viewed as the American-controlled 
NATO or non-EU members. 
• The Strasbourg newspaper Denieres 
Nouvelles d' Alsace cheered the decision 
to censure Russia by declaring, "the un-
believable has happened ... the garden 
gnomes of Europe have finally dared to 
act," reported The Chicago Tribune. 
The comment refers to the relatively 
small significance of the Council, which 
nonnally concerns itself with regulating in-
dividual freedoms and labor righL~ in Eu-
rope on a voluntary basis, rather than med-
dling in the political, military and economic 
affairs of the continent as the EU does. 
In fact, by 2003, the EU plans to de-
velop the ability to deploy up to 60,000 
troops within 60 days and sustain those sol-
diers in a European operation up to a year. 
According to the Post, momentum for 
the EU initiative built after last year's 
NATO air war against Yugoslavia. Euro-
pean countries were embarrassed by their 
weak contributions to the campaign, in 
which U.S. aircraft flew more than 70 per-
cent of all combat missions. 
Non-EU members are worried, how-
ever, that this development reflects the 
long-tenn desire in Europe to reduce Amer-
ican influence. 
"We want a European defense structure 
in hannony with America," a senior Pol-
ish diplomat in Warsaw told the Post. "The 
French want a structure that is a rival to 
America, and that is a serious concern. 
Some of this is driven by anti-American-
ism and that's not constructive and not in 
our interest ... We are talking to French 
and German diplomats about our reserva-
tions, and they're asking us if we want to 
be a colony of America." 
Europeans read menace in a wide range 
of recent events, according to 'The New York 
limes. Far from seeing America's involve-
ment in Kosovo as a hand of support from 
across the Atlantic, many Europeans saw it 
as an American manipulation of NATO. And 
the humiliating fact that the intervention 
would not have been possible without Amer-
ican air power only rammed home the per-
ception of America's military superiority, and 
of European deficiency. 
By challenging both NATO and Rus-
sia, the European community is asserting 
both its independence and its difference 
from both the West and the East. 
"We have the impression that America 
has no more enemies," Michel Wincock, 
a professor at the Institut d'Etudes Poli-
tiques de Paris, who often writes on the 
subject of anti-Americanism, told the 
Times. "It does what it likes now when it 
wants. Through NATO it directs European 
affairs. Before we could say we were on 
America's side. Not now. There is no coun-
terbalance." 
~iltlPRilkrnational News 
CARL JUSTE/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
SIX-YEAR-OLD Elian Gonzalez (left) gives a kiss to 
Donato Dalyrymple, one of the two fisherman who res-
cued him last November. At right is Lazaro Martel. 
U.S. prepares to order Elian trans/ er 
The government prepared Wednesday to order Elian Gon-
zalez's Miami relatives to give him up Thursday, while still 
urging them to reach a last-minute separate peace with the 6-
ycar-old's Cuban father for a prompt and peaceful transfer. 
Elian's father, Juan Miguel Gonzalez, indicated, howev-
er, in a meeting with the Rev. Joan Brown Campbell that he 
wa-; through with negotiating. "He i!> going to simply ask 
now that the attorney general issue a court order and that the 
boy be returned immediately to him." she said. 
She said he is "frustrated because the negotiations broke 
down and he doesn't have his son." 
The Justice Department was not prepared to wait forev-
er and planned to issue instructions for Elian'-; transfer in a 
letter to his Miami relative!> Wednesday. 
Shortly before midnight Tuesday, Lazaro Gonzalet., Elian 's 
great-uncle, called off a meeting that had Ileen !>chcduied for 
today, saying the 6-ycar-old Cuban shipwreck survivor did 
not want to go. Elian was "extremely afraid" about the pro-
posed meeting in W,hhington. family lawyer Roger Bern-
stem ~aid on NB Cs "Today." 
Two Koreas agree to historic summit 
South Korea and North Korea said Monday that their lead-
ers will hold a summit in June, marking the biggest diplo-
matic breakthrough in half a century of conflict. 
The meeting between South Korean President Kim Dac-
jung and his northern counterpart, Kim Jong II, would be the 
first between leaders of the two states since the Korean penin-
sula was divided into the communist North and the U.S.-
backed South in 1945. 
The agenda has yet to be decided and the two sides are 
far apart on a number of weight~· issues, including the per-
manent deployment of 37,000 U.S. soldiers in South Korea 
to guard against any threat from the North. 
But Japan quickly praised the planned meeting as hav-
ing potentially "epoch-making significance." 
"Our government welcomes this summit and totally sup-
ports it," said Japan's foreign minister, Yohci Kono. "We 
strongly expect this meeting will lead to further progress in 
a dialogue between the South and the North, and to casing 
tensions on the Korean Peninsula." 
China, which has long been North Korea's main ally in 
the region, said it supports the summit. Zhu Bangzao, 
spokesman for China's Foreign Ministry, was quoted by the 
official Xinhua news agency as saying he hopes the meet-
ing can achieve positive results. 
Clinton takes gun fight to the states 
With his gun bill stuck on Capitol Hill, President Clin-
ton is taking to the road to encourage states to deal with 
firearms safety questions that Congress has not. 
The president scheduled two trips this week to lend sup-
port for state gun legislation. He was on hand Tuesday in An-
napolis, Md., as Gov. Parris Glendening signs a newly passed 
bill requiring ballistics tesL~ and internal safety locks for hand-
guns. On Wednesday, Clinton was in Denver to campaign for 
a Colorado ballot initiative on sales at gun shows. 
The White House said future trips arc possible. The trips 
arc designed to pry Clinton's gun safety proposal in Con-
gress loose before April 20, the first anniversary of the 
Columbine High School shootings in Colorado. 
'The president is going to try to force action here in Wa~h-
ington," said White House legislative adviser Joel Johnson. "If, 
inside the Beltway. the special intcrcsLo; have captured the Con-
gress, the president is going to get ouLo;ide the Beltway and try 
to elicit cnthusiao;m back in the~ members' districL<;." 
A House-Senate conference commiucc ha-; been assigned 
to reconcile differences between a Senate-passed bill setting 
a 72-hour background check on sales at gun shows and a House 
bill that shrank the wait to 24 hours. The committee has met 
only once, in August 1999. which the White House attributes 
to political arm-twisting by the National Rifle Association. 
Republicans to honor House chaplain 
The Republican National Committee announced plans to-
day for a Mas!> on Tuesday in honor of the Rev. Daniel P. 
Coughlin, recently appointed the lirst Catholic chaplain of 
the House after a bruising battle of politics and religion. 
'This will he the first appearance Father Coughlin will 
make since accepting the position of chaplain," said to the 
announcement. The Mass is to be followed by a reception 
at a church near the Capitol where _Republicans arc encour-
aging media coverage. 
Coughlin, a Chicago priest, was not available for comment. 
Mike Collins, a spokesman for the RNC, said, "There is 
nothing political about this. In fact, they're inviting Demo-
cratic and Republican members (of Congress) ... This is a 
chance for Father Coughlin to meet the Capitol Hill com-
munity and for them to meet him." 
House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-111., appointed Cough-
lin as chaplain last month. 
Source: Associated Press 
MASCOT MASSACRE 
DAVID NEVILLE/TMSCAMPUS 
JOHN MADIGAN performs his Chief llllnlwek 
dance during halftime of a Aghtlng llllnl game. The 
U.S Patent Office recently yanked all trademarks 
from the Washl~gton Redskins' franchise. The 
Patent Office's verdict Is based on a 1946 federal 
law that bars the registration of " ... matter which 
may disparage ••• persons llvlng or dead, lnst!tu-
tlons, beliefs, or national symbols, or bring them 
Into contempt, or disrepute." That means that they 
- as well as other profeulonal teams and 
schools across. the country - might Just have to 
find a less controversial mascot that they can 
legally protect. About 2,500 American sports orga-
nizations use Native American maacots. 
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Ecfrtor Jennifer 
Hodess at 274-3207. 
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Suspensions questioned 
Ithaca Fire Department 
to inspect residence halls 
The Ithaca Fire Department 
and Ithaca College's Office of 
Life Safety will be conducting an-
nual residence hall fire safety in-
spections in accordance with New 
York state law over the course of 
the next few weeks. 
If violations are discovered 
during the inspections, a notice will 
be left in the room or apartment and 
students will be referred to the Of-
fice of Judicial Affairs. 
Residents will be notified by mail 
when the IFD and the Life Safety Of-
fice will be ready to begin inspec-
tions each residence halls. 
For information abo,ut illegal ap-
pliances or fire safety regulations, 
refer to pages 207-213 of the Itha-
ca College Student Handhook. 
Campus Sa{ ety Officer 
honored for bravery 
Two custodians 
out of work 
since December 
BY JASON SUBIK 
~raff Writer 
Custodial Services employees 
Donald Moody and Richard 
Asaro have not done any work at 
the college in four months, but they 
continue to collect their biweekly 
paychecks. 
Both Moody, a custodial ~er-
viccs supervisor, and Asaro, a head 
custodian, claim they were sus-
pended from work Dec. 23 and 
have been on paid suspension 
since. Both say that college offi-
cials have not explained why 
they were suspended. 
Assistant Director of Facilities 
and Services Richard Couture in-
formed Moody and Asaro of their 
suspension, Moody said. He also 
said Couture refused to give them 
an explanation and directed them 
to Campus Safety. 
Couture declined to comment 
on his involvement in the incident 
and directed all questions to 
Thomas Salm, vice president of 
business and administrative affairs. 
Salm refused all comment in re-
gard to the situation. He also re-
fused to confirm whether Moody 
or Asaro arc on suspension or even 
if they arc college employees. Both 
Moody and Asaro arc listed as staff 
members in the 1999-2000 Ithaca 
College Directory. 
Williams Hall Custodian 
Michael Miller confirmed that 
Moody and Asaro have nol been 
to work for months and said the ru-
mor is they have been suspended. 
Moody said Campus Safety 
quc~tioncd him and Asaro in De-
cember about the purchasing and 
selling of goods on college property. 
"I was told by the safety offi-
cer that they wanted to investigate 
me for purcha!>ing $30,000 worth 
of goods and then :,,clhng them out 
of my vehicle," Moody said. "Of 
course I laughed and I !>aid · Arc 
you !>crious?' and they told me I 
had the right to remain silent. .. 
Source!> within Custodial Ser-
vices told The lthaca11 that 
Moody and A!->aro were que!>-
tioncd about buying good!> with 
college fund:,, and then returning 
them for cash. 
Asaro neither confirmed nor de-
nied that he had been que!>tioncd 
regarding th1~ claim, but did 
maintain that he had not been in-
volved in any activity of this type. 
"l can guarantee that tho!>e I al-
legations] arc fahe," he said. 
Moody could not be reached for 
comment regarding this allegation. 
Neither Moody nor A!>aro wa., 
arrested by Campus Safety fol-
lowing their interview. 
Campu!> Safety Director 
Robert A. Holt con finned Campus 
Safety had conducted the mve!>tl-
gation of Moody and A!>aro, hut he 
declmed to d1sCU!>S the re!>ult~ of 
the invest1gat1on or 1f the 111ve<,l1-
gat1on was still open. 
Asaro declined to comment ex-
tensively on the IS!>Ue, hut !>,ml he 
was mvolved becau!>e he wa'> 
Moody's as!>istant. 
Moody. however. claimed not 
to know why Campus Safety 
questioned A!>aro 
"I don't even really know how 
he got involved." he said. 
Both Moody and Asaro have de-
nied any wrongdoing in this matter. 
Campus Safety ha!> not brought 
charge!> against either Moody or 
Asaro, although both !>taff membcr!> 
said they remain su!>pended wnh 
pay but without explanation. 
"All I'm lookrng lor J!> re'.->olu-
llon to thi~ ,1tuat1on," Momly 
'.->aid. "I am a s1ngk parent an<l I 
haven ·1 been able to get the over-
tune that I normally would and II 
i!> really putting the '>qucc;e on me " 
Opu1io11 Editor Aaron J. Ma.\/111 
co11trihutcd. 
The Kiwanis Club of Ithaca pre-
sented its Frank Hammer Oflicer of 
the Month Award to Campus 
Safety Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas Monday. 
McAree named interim VP 
Norm Wall, associate director of 
Campus Safety, nominated Thomas 
for the award, which honors law on-
forcemcnt officers around Tompkins 
County for heroic acts. 
"You like to recognize a person 
who goes above and beyond the call 
of duty, but there's something to be 
said for those who do the same 
thing on a daily basis," Wall said. 
Thomas said he was pleased to 
receive the honor. 
"I was pretty excited and pret-
ty surprised too," he said. 
According to The Ithaca Journal, 
Thomas has spent the last six years 
serving on the police force. · 
He has worked in Ithaca for three 
of those years. 
RHA elects new council 
for next academic year 
Residence Hall Association Ex-
ecutive Board Elections for the next 
academic year were conducted at 
the RHA meeting April 5. 
RHA includes freshman presi-
dent Russell Camhi, freshman 
Vice President Jenni Spies, fresh-
man Treasurer Lori Kempski, 
freshmen Co-Programming and 
Public Relations Directors Gregg 
Goldstein and sophomore Kirsten 
Ncdal and freshman National 
Communications- Coordinator 
Tabitha Bourgeois. 
The positions of secretary and the 
other national communications co-
ordinator will be filled in the fall. 
Position filled 
two weeks afier 
Oblak resigns 
BY ROBERT 8. BLUEY 
Editor in Chief 
Brian J. McArcc, associate 
vice president of student affairs and 
campus life, was appointed inter-
im vice president of the division 
Wednesday. 
President Peggy Williams 
made the announcement two 
weeks after John B. Oblak, the di-
vision's current vice president, re-
signed his position for a presiden-
tial post at College of Notre Dame 
in Belmont, Calif. McAree will as-
sume his new job on June I. 
"I'm honored that the president 
and other people trust me enough 
to give me that type of responsi-
bility," said McAree, who has 
served in the division for 11 
years. 'Tm very, very excited 
about it, and also I know that it's 
an extremely challenging job." 
Williams said the college will 
begin a national search for a per-
manent director in the fall. 
"A search committee will be 
formulated with anywhere be-
tween five and nine people," she 
said. "The committee will in-
clude faculty, staff and students." 
McArcc said waiting until 
Jame:s E. Gardner Jr. 
REAL ESTATE 
A greater selection of 
apartments 1n the Ithaca ared 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Ef f 1c1£nc1€s to €tght-b£droom hous£s 
Furn1sh€d and unfurn1sh£d Quality units at af f ordabl£ prtc€s 
24-hour n1amt€nanc€ s£rv1c£s 
277-3232 
411 N. Tioga Str£€t 
www.Jamesgardner.com 
JOHN SIGMUND/ THE ITHACAN 
BRIAN J. McAREE, associate vice president of student affairs and campus life, was appointed interim 
vice president of the division on Wednesday. John 8. Oblak resigned from the position two weeks ago. 
classes begin in the fall will allow 
students to play a crucial role in the 
search process. He said the 
search could take anywhere from 
six months to one year. 
When asked if he would apply 
for the job, McAree responded: 
'Tm interested. I love Ithaca Col-
lege. I love working in student af-
fairs. I love working with the stu-
dent~ and the staff. Hopefully, 1 will 
be successful in the interim role, and 
I look forward to being a candidate ... 
McArcc said he has enjoyed lllS 
role as chairman of the Bias-Re-
lated Incidents Committee and 
AIDS Education Policy Commit-
tee. In those roles, he said he 
worked for the betterment of the 
Ithaca College community. 
"I feel best about my role as a 
problem-solver," McAree said. 
"It's been a key role in thi!> posi-
tion to bring in representat1 ves 
from difTerent departments and '.->lu-
dcnt.groups when there 1s a prob-
1cm, and to move ahead and find 
a rcsoluuon to a problem." 
Student Body President N1d. 
Taran! said he was delighted wllh 
the president's appointment. 
"Brian is one of the most lev-
el-headed people I've had the op-
portunity to wmk with," Taran! 
said. "I think he's grnng to do a ter-
rific job ... 
Williams said the college hope~ 
to announce an appointment for the 
position by this time next year 
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Do Ithaca police single out college students? 
Continued from page 1 
of students or 1t is a crowd of Mul>-
11111s or a crowd of townies. It is the 
natun.: of the crowd." 
However. a number of students 
l>,lld !PD officers have given them 
a problem merely because they fit 
the profile of a college student. 
Police officers mistreat college 
students and use them to set an ex-
ample in front of other people. 
sophomore John Sigmund, an 
Ithacan staff photographer. said. 
Sigmund was arrested by the Itha-
ca Police Department Feb. 12 on The 
Commons for disorderly conduct. He 
was accompanying a friend who wa~ 
arrested for possession of a false ID 
at Bcnchwarmers. Sigmund said he 
fc1t the police did not handle the ar-
rest of his friend properly. 
"My friend got handcuffed right 
in the bar," he said. "[The police] 
never sppkc to him. They never 
gave him any respect." 
Arresting a person without dis-
cussion is a nonnal procedure. 
Signer said. 
"They could be incriminating 
themselves; 1f we arc arresting 
them, we arc arresting them on 
probable cause because, basically. 
we have the altered ID in our hand," 
she said. "We arc not going to l>O-
licit information for them to m-
crnninatc themselves." 
After arresting his friend, Sig-
mund claims the police used him to 
set an example in front of the other 
students who had gathered around. 
While the police were putting his 
friend in the police car, Sigmund at-
tempted to talk with them. he said. 
He also said when a police officer 
warned him to leave the area, he re-
fused. Then, he alleges, the three of~ 
ficcrs approached him and used him 
to create a scene. 
Police officials admit it is a valid 
police tactic to make an example 
out of people they arrest. 
"It depends on the situation," 
Signer said. "Especially when you 
have large crowds and they're 
drunk, sometimes it is very sober-
ing for people to sec that somebody 
is getting arrested and ·if I don'I 
want to get arrested, maybe I 
should shut my mouth and move 
along.· Most of the time we would 
prefer that people just comply. We 
don't want to have to arrest you." 
However, Sigmund alleges the 
police forced a conflict on him. 
"[The police officers I startcc.! 
circling me and II was turning into 
a very strange, confrontational situ-
ation," Sigmund said. "The three of 
them surrounded me and I just said 
'What is this? What is going on 
here?' And they said 'TI1is is your last 
warning' and I said 'La-;t warning for 
what?' The next thing I knew, three 
cops ran at me and tackled me. This 
is when they drew a crowd because 
they threw me on the ground.just like 
right out of a TV show and put my 
head to the ground." 
Senior Brian Daly began to be-
lieve that college students arc tar-
Marriott 'offered most options' 
Continued from page 1 
dining service employees once 
the company takes over on June I. 
"Everyone's going to be re-
viewed," Oblak said. "The reality is 
that [Sodexho Marriott] has the fi-
nal choices in terms of who's going 
to manage the program, but they are 
certainly going to look at the peo-
ple who arc here, because there are 
.i;omc good people here." 
Oblak said it will be stipulated 
in the contract that the new 
provider cannot simply get rid of 
the current dining staff. 
Sodexho Marriott has con-
tracts at 900 schools, hospitals and 
businesses. According to an in-
house corporate profile, the com-
pany is the 52nd largest employer 
in North America with 103,000em-
ployecs, and makes $4.5 billion in 
annual sales. 
The other companies that bid on 
the college's contract were 
Chartwells, Bon Appetit, Aramark 
,and Wood. 
Oblak declined to comment on 
the companies' bids. He said the 
college did not take into consider-
ation the prices that the companies 
bid, but rather focused on what they 
could offer. 
Juniors Andrea Tochclli and 
Laura Henry. chairwomen of the 
Food Service Advisory Committee, 
were clo!,c]y involved with the dc-
c1s1on. 
-1 
) 
l 
Henry !,aid she and Toc.:hclh 
wrote a bncf report to the adminis-
tration making a recommendation 
from the student perspective. 
Sodexho Marriott was their first 
choice, she said. 
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JUNIOR STEPHEN ROYLA~CE gets a drink in the Campus Center 
Dining Hall. Sodexho Marriott takes over all dining services in June. 
"[The adnnnistrationl had to complaints." 
make the final dcc.:il>ion, but we However, m a Feb. 24 Albany 
were very. very happy with the fact Times-Union article, students had 
that it was the same [dcc.:iswn] we many negative comments about 
had come up with," l>hc said. the University of Albany's food-scr-
Tochclli visilcd Rensselaer vice program, which i~ also run by 
Polytechnic.: Institute, where Sodexho Marriott. 
Sodexho Marriott is the fuod-scr- "The food is absolutely terrible. 
vice provider. It makes all of the guys in my suite 
··1 was pleased with what I saw race to the bathroom after each 
at RPI," she sa1d. "They arc a corn- meal," Albany freshman Alex 
parable instllutwn to Ithaca College Figueroa told the paper. 
and they seemed to 1rnplcmcn1'-- "The food could be much bet-
many programs that I thmk would tcr," another Albany student, 
benefit our dining services." Jonathan Schwartz, told the 
Tochelli said there were many Times-Union. "I try to stay away 
food options at RPI, includmg from it as much as possible." 
cook-for-yourself. cook-to-order, RPI senior Nathan Harris said 
display cooking and take-out food. the Student body IS generally ncg-
"What I was most impacted by ativc about the food at his college. 
was the personal care, which Mar- "The food is not bad, it is all 
riot! gave to the student!,," she said. right," he said. "It docs not sound 
"They tell students, 'If you want it, as bad as it did at the University of 
we will try to get it for you.' The Albany." 
students I spoke to ha<l few, if any, RPI freshman Allison Geer 
disagreed. 
She said Sodexho Marnott is very 
good about listening to student in-
put. "The selection is very good. We 
always have pasta, pizza, the grill, 
and the Chinese section," she said. 
Changes will occur at Ithaca 
College in the presentation and va-
riety of food, Henry said. Howev-
er, Tochclli said Mamou will not 
make changes the college is 
against. 
"I also know we will be ap-
proaching Marriott with ideas we 
got from the other company bids, 
so we arc really trying to get the 
best food service possible for the 
students," she said. 
Freshman Amanda Hall, who is an 
employee in the Campus Center Din-
ing Hall, said Chartwclls served the 
college well. "As long as the new food 
service provider caters to the needs 
of all the students as Chartwclls ha-;, 
I think that changing is fine," she said. 
gctcd by police after he was 
pulled over in Ithaca. 
"I think it was assumed that we 
probably had a drunk driver because 
we wcr<) college students," Daly 
said. "It wasn't the case, we had a 
plan. A lot of times cops will as-
sume that when they sec college 
kids getting into a car after coming 
out of a bar they arc intoxicated." 
The police maintain that what 
appears to be student discrimination 
is merely a coincidence - one 
brought on by Ithaca's abnonnally 
large student population. 
"It may seem like [we arc de-
liberately targeting students]," 
Signer said. "If you arc going to 
look statistically at how many stu-
dents arc out and how many town-
ies arc out, the odds arc you arc go-
ing to have a lot more students. 
Therefore, you arc going to have a 
lot more encounters with students. 
"Docs it matter if they're a stu-
dent or not? It doesn't matter," Sign-
er said. "It matters that they're im-
paired or possibly impaired. How do 
we know the person is a student? TI1c 
whole thing is the dilforcncc between 
perception and reality." 
Students, however, contmuc to 
perceive their relationship with 
local police as an.uneasy or even 
threatening one. 
"I know a lot of people feel a po-
l ice presence makes an area seem 
safer," Heun said. "But as a college 
student, the police make me feel un-
comfortable." 
Despite the tension between 
the two groups, Signer said the IPD 
is not out to get students. In fact, 
the arrest of a student is a time con-
suming, often annoying process. 
"Given our choice we would 
prefer that people just move 
along," Signer said. "We drag 
them in, they're all upset, they 
throw up in the car, for what? To 
give them an appearance ticket? We 
were students. We have sympathy, 
but sometimes you need to make a 
point." 
Albany protesters clash 
with new food provider· 
Continued from page 1 
cott the food-service company 
because of this connection. 
The group claims that abuses by 
CCA reflect on Sodexho Mar-
riott's profitability . 
That claim, however, was 
disputed by officials from both 
Sodexho Marriott and CCA. 
"We do not have any con-
tract with Sodexho Marriott to 
provide any food services in 
any of our institutions," said Su-
san Hart, director of public re-
lations f9r CCA. 
At the University of Albany 
April 4, I I students were ar-
rested because of a four-hour 
sit-in they held in the presi-
dent's office, according to the 
Associated Press. The Albany 
students were part of the I 0-
school boycott, but at Albany, 
a recent labor dispute and E. 
coli outbreak also enraged the 
students. 
The Albany County Health 
Department put an embargo on 
all hamburgers purchased by 
Sodexho Marriott from March 
20 to 3 I for use at the univer-
sity, the Albany Times-Union 
reported. 
A letter issued from the 
university stated that ''six stu-
dents who ate at the Indian 
Quad during the last two 
weeks of March have been con-
finned as having been infected 
with E.coli." The letter went on 
to state that the health depart-
ment "identified undercooked 
or improperly handled ham-
burgers and/or cheeseburgers as 
a likely source of contamina-
tion." 
In another matter, Sodexho 
Marriott employees in Albany 
filed a complaint against the 
company over unfair labor 
policies. That complaint was re-
cently settled after the Nation-
al Labor Relations Board 
agreed to pursue the matter, the 
Nation's Restaurant News re-
ported. 
Sodexho Marriott agreed to 
clarify two regulations in its 
employee handbook, which 
deal with "employees' ability lo 
discuss their jobs with outsiders 
or linger at the work site before 
or after their shifts," the food-
service newsweekly reported. 
The employees and Sodex-
ho Marriott disagreed about the 
meaning of the phrases, which 
were thought by some to be an 
attempt by the company to pre-
vent its workers from unioniz-
ing, said Marty Leary, senior re-
search analyst for the Hotel Em-
ployees and Restaurant Em-
ployees International Union. 
Leary, who criticized the 
company on a number of 
grounds, said he was 
"amazed" that Sodexho Mar-
riott was.considered one of the 
finalists given some of the re-
cent circumstances. 
John B. Oblak, vice presi-
dent of student affairs and 
campus life, said Sodexho 
Marriott surpassed all other 
bidders in tenns of its offerings, 
and was chosen for that reason. 
Even though Oblak could 
not be reached for comment on 
the prison relationship, he said 
the E. coli breakout and labor 
dispute at Albany played no role 
and will continue to play no role 
until the contract with Sodex-
ho Marriott is finalized. 
"It's really not an issue," 
Oblak said. 
He said an "Ithaca-Sodexho 
Marriott contract" would be dif-
ferent than the contract at Al-
bany. 
The conditions agreed upon 
in the contract will not be 
known until next week after a 
meeting with the college and 
Sodexho Marriott. Until that 
meeting, Sodexho Marriott is 
not officially the new provider. 
Sodexho Marriott spokes-
woman Kathy Boyle declined 
to comment on any matters in-
volving the college because ne-
gotiations have not concluded. 
John Cornyn of the Cornyn 
Fasano Group, a consulting 
firm specializing in food-service 
contracts that was-hired by the 
college, said Sodexho Mar-
riott was asked by the college 
not to speak publicly about the 
contract until all of the paper-
work was signed. 
"Until we have a contract 
negotiated, we do not want to 
go public with this, because, if 
things fall apart, we're going to 
end up going with one of the 
other companies," Cornyn 
said. 
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Cages send messages 
Treatment off arm animals questioned at rally 
BY JULIE COCHRAN 
Staff_yj,:iter 
The Ithaca College Students for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals 
were put behind bars March 6 -
of their own free will. 
The students were protesting 
factory fanns and the mistreatment 
of animals by taking turns sitting 
in a small cage on the Academic 
Quad and fasting from 7 a.m. 
Thursday to 7 a.m. Friday. The stu-
dents spenl the night outside on a 
pile of sleeping bags, huddled to-
gether to keep warm. 
The protest was part of SETA's 
vegetarian outreach campaign. 
The campaign has been going on all 
semester with infonnational tables 
and speakers. 
The studcnt!i have regularly 
hosted tables with infonnation in 
the Campus Center and Textor Hall 
for the past two years, sophomore 
Jesse Mann, SETA president, said. 
The protest was a grand finale 
of this year's campaign. Mann said. 
"I am silting in this cage to show 
people the terrible conditions on 
factory farms," junior Megan 
Crowley said. 
SETA is opposed to factory 
farms because it believes agricultural 
corporations do not provide suffi-
cient living conditions for animals 
and the animals suffer as a result, 
freshman Mark Vareschi said. 
"We feel there is too much dis-
tance between the food students eat 
and how it geL~ there," Vareschi said. 
"I think today there has been a lot 
of positive response. The cage ha~ 
really caught people's attcnt1on." 
Vareschi said the visibility of this 
protest will make it clear that the 
PETA students arc really serious 
about this ,~sue. 
"Our ideal solution to factory 
farm conditions would be for 
everyone to live on a Vegan diet 
rather than relying on animals to 
live," he said. "SETA realizes that 
this is not likely so we arc cam-
paigning for fann rcfonns," he said. 
Mann started the college's 
SETA.chapter as a freshman last 
year. He said he recognized the 
need for an animal rights group on 
campus and organized the club. 
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SETA REPRESENTATIVES sophomore Jay Carney (left) and fresh-
man Louisa Roberts protest the unfair treatment of animals March 6. 
Israeli ambassador to address Jewish trends 
Diplomat to visit 
campus today 
for talk and lunch 
BY ELLEN STAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
Shmuel Sisso, a diplomat who has 
traveled tbc world representing Isdiel, 
will be received at the college today. 
Ambassador Sisso has served as 
consul general of Israel in New York 
City since 1997. He will deliver an 
address titled, "Present Problems and 
Future Trends in Israel," tonight at 
8 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Jewish Chaplain Michael Faber 
said the consul general of New York 
is an important figure because, out-
side of Israel, the largest Jewish pop-
ulation in the world is concentrated 
around metropolitan N.Y. 
As consul general, Sisso handles 
relations between Israel and the 
area's Hispanic, African American 
and Christian communities. 
Senior Deborah Greenberg, co-
president of Friends of Israel said Sis-
so is a well-respected leader both in 
Israel and on an international level. 
"Ambassador Sisso has active-
ly been involved in many critical 
domestic policy issues affecting Is-
rael today," she said. 
Sisso is a member of the Prime 
Minister's Advisory Committee on 
Social Policy, the National Council 
for the Prevention of Road Accidents, 
and the Association for the Promo-
tion of Secondary Education. 
Faber said Sisso is an insider 
who will share the most up-to-date 
infonnation he can. He also said the 
community should take advantage 
of the chance to meet him. 
"I think there is an opportunity for 
people to put questions to him that 
are about burning issues, and get 
some honest answers, not just a 
politician's answers," Faber said. "At 
the noon hour, I am taking him to the 
Kosher dining hall so that he can sit 
around with any students who want 
to show up and have lunch with an 
ambassador," he said. 
President Peggy Williams, as 
well as Cornell University President 
Hunter Rawlings, greeted Sisso this 
morning. 
Sisso has had a long political ca-
reer, which began in 1978 when he 
was elected as a city councilman m 
his hometown of Kiryat Yam, Israel. 
He won the mayoral race in 1989, 
and was re-elected in 1993. 
During his tenn as mayor. Si~so 
worked on several projects, mclud-
ing the construction of 3,000 new 
housing units, the establishment of 
a technical college, the endowment 
of an acclaimed musical conserva-
tory and the development of a high-
technology scientific greenhouse. 
Faber said he was impressed by 
the development work Sisso accom-
plished as mayor of Kiryat Yam. 
'The political parties of Israel that 
are on opposite sides of the universe 
LectuRe noTes . review & exam preParatioN . studv gRoups 
{Amona otHer acAdemic tReaTs) 
-alwavs (1440.365) open-
all lined up behind hnn m the l,L,t 
elections that he held pohucal office 
in, and he won over 80 percent of the 
popular vote," Faber said. "In brae I. 
where you take two Jew~ in a room 
and you have four arguments gomg 
on, to actually have two political par-
ue~ supportmg a candidate means thi~ 
guy is somethmg ~pccial." 
Greenberg said s,~~o·!> v1~11 I!> 
the most exciting event they have 
organ1Led this academic year. 
"I feel that 11 1s a great honor to 
be hosting such a distmgu1shed and 
well-respected Israeli figure on the 
campus," Greenberg said. "I know 
that Ambassador Sisso is an engag-
ing speaker who will shed a great 
deal of light on issues currently af-
fecting Israel and the Middle East." 
Where to go when you need to know."' 
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Williams hosts open forum 
120 attend meeting 
on Fountain Day 
BY HEATHER ZIMAR 
Staff Writa __________________ _ 
Six months after she last spoke publicly 
about the Fountain Day issue, President Peg-
gy Williams hosted an open Fountain Day 
meeting Friday and emphasized that April 28 
will remain a normal day of classes just like 
any other. 
"Our plan is to operate business as usu-
al," Williams said. 'Tm asking you to go to 
class, that's what you arc here for. If you re-
spect the faculty that has been teaching you 
all year, if you say goodbye to your class-
mates, then the day will end as your classes 
end. Then you arc on your own." 
About 120 students. faculty. staff and ad-
ministrators gathered m the Emerson Suites 
to hear her talk about the decision-making 
process behind the Fountain Day move and 
what will happen on the last day of classes. 
Williams had last discussed Fountain Day at 
the Fountain Day Forum Oct. 11. 
She used most of her 10-minute speech 
last week to discuss what drove the college's 
administration to move the popular event. 
'There was a widespread sense last year 
during the event and right after that we were 
one step away from a serious tragedy, loss 
of life," Williams said. 
She said ·faculty and staff had worked with 
students each year to try and make it safer, 
and each year students- promised to make it 
better. 
"I absolutely believe _that and respect that 
promise," Williams said. "But I also know 
that when these sincere statements of intent 
mixed with even low levels and moderate lev-
els and high levels of inebriation leave you 
unable to be true to your promise." 
"Your judgment is cast to the wind," she said. 
"You can't control the behavior that you want 
to control and that I know you want to control." 
Williams told the audience she also 
wanted to address why she sent a letter to stu-
dent's parents regarding Fountain Day. She 
apologized for sending the letter but said she 
sent it because parents want to be infonned, 
whether students appreciate this fact or not. 
'"There's been a long-standing history at Itha-
ca, long before I got here, about communica-
tion with parents about important issues," she 
said. 'They want to be a part of the Ii fc here." 
Students attending the meeting kept 
Williams in the Emerson Suites for the next 
hour and a half, often indignantly sharing 
their opinions and views about the contro-
versial move. 
Junior Jennifer Shub, a resident assistant, 
wanted to know what the faculty was going 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
PRESIDENT PEGGY WILLIAMS gives a speech discussing the administration's posi-
tion on Fountain Day: Students also voiced their opinions on the annual event. 
to do to change the problem of excessive 
drinking on the last day of classes, as well 
as every other day on campus. 
Williams said the Student Code of Con-
duct would be enforced when necessary. She 
students need to help the administration in 
preventing excessive drinking. 
"We can't change this culture in the next 
three weeks," Williams responded. 
Many of the students gathered at the dis-
cussion very vocally expressed regret that the 
college is not providing another activity on 
the la~t day of classes to replace Fountain Day. 
Senior Brett Shiel said although he finds 
the Fountain Day event to be "stupider than 
anything he's ever seen,'_' the college should 
find an alternative to bring different groups 
of students on the campus together. 
"This is the one day of the year that the 
most segregated campus that I've ever seen 
gets together," he said. 
Brain McAree, associate vice president of 
student affairs and campus life, said although 
it would be a mistake to have an alternative 
event this year, students and faculty need to 
work together to make a new tradition. 
Online registration to begin in fall 
Degree Navigator adds 
course selection options 
BY JULIE COCHRAN 
Su!ff Writer 
Making sure you have the required cred-
its to graduate will soon be entirely up to you 
and your computer. 
The advancement of the college's online 
Degree Navigator program has many 
changes in store for the advising, registering, 
and add/drop processes. Seniors are already 
using the program to register to graduate. 
All students will use the new online reg-
istration process to register for fall 2000 class-
es if everything goes according to schedule. 
The college plans to have the system open 
to register new freshman at orient.ations this 
!>ummer, Registrar John Stanton ·said. 
"I think it sounds pretty neat,:' sophomore 
Hillary Freeman said. "I thin.Jc people who 
know how to use Degree Navrgator will have 
no problem wnh it." , 
Stanton demonstrated t~e newly updated 
on line program at an i meeting in Tex-
tor I 02 Tuesday night. 
The add/drop proce s next fall is also ex-
pected to he com_p~ ed online, Associate 
Registrar Lynnette/.atch said. . 
, 
.,,,/ 
Open Registration will no longer exist. 
Students will not have to submit fonns to 
teachers to add or drop a class. lnSWd, they 
will be able to select courses on Degree Nav-
igator and change their classes by clicking 
a few buttons. 
"I think [registration] will be less per-
sonal," Freeman said. "People will not get 
to meet their professors ahead of time at open 
registration." . 
Degree Navigator was developed two 
years ago to allow students to track the cred-
its toward their degrees from the first day they 
start at the college, Hatch said. 
The program will allow students not only 
to track their required classes, but to regis-
ter for those classes. 
The process works like Internet shopping. 
Students can select the courses they would 
like to take by clicking on them in their De-
gree Navigator program. Clicking on the 
course will select it and place it in a poten-
tial scheduling grid similar to a shopping cart 
on Amazon.com or CDNow.com. However, 
selecting a course will not automatically reg-
ister the student for the class. To register, stu-
dents will have to return to the scheduling 
grid and click the course again, then the stu-
dent will immediately be notified whether 
they have been accepted in the class or not, 
Hatch said. 
The program will be open to different stu-
dents at different times. Most likely, seniors 
will be able to schedule their classes first and 
the other classes will follow in succession, 
Hatch said. 
"Someone does have to go first," she said. 
-"We' II have to decide on a fair way to do that" 
Students will have access to the registra-
tion program by their Social Security num-
ber. The program will not allow students ac-
cess to register before their appointed time, 
Hatch said. 
The program's scheduling grid allows stu-
dents to block out times when they are not 
available to take classes. The computer will 
automatically keep these spaces open. This 
will benefit student athletes who have prac-
tice times that need to remain open in th~ir 
schedule, Stanton said. 
Online registration and add/drop process-
es will make class waiting lists a thing of the 
past. Traditionally, the first person who goes 
to a teacher with a request to add the class is 
the first on a waiting list if a space opens in 
the class. With the online program the first per-
son who happens to notice that a space is avail-
able will be able to pick up that class, Hatch 
said. 
"The program still has a lot of hurdles to 
cross over before we can convert to the on-
line system," Stanton said. 
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Johnson 
reveals 
trustee 
finalists 
C01nmittee recommends 
three sopho,nores for job 
BY JENNIFER HODESS 
Assiswnt News Editor 
Student Trustee Kyle Johnson and 
a committee of five other student lead-
ers have selected three students as can-
didates to serve as student trustee on 
the Ithaca College Board of Trustees 
for lhe next two years. 
Sophomores Sean Conor Anderson, 
Katrina Baker 
and Kristina 
Pervi were poti-
fied of their can-
didacy by John-
son in a letter 
last week. 
The commit-
tee narrowed a 
list of interested 
applicants down 
to the three ANDERSON 
sophomores fol-
lowing an extensive interview 
process held April I and 2. 
Anderson, a music education major, 
is from Oswego, N.Y.; Baker, a 
broadcast journalism major, is from 
Canandaigua, N.Y.; and Pervi, an ap-
plied economics major, hails from 
Millersville, Md. 
All three candidates are involved in 
various activities on campus. 
Anderson 
serves as trea-
surer and secre-
tary of Ithacap-
pella. He is also a 
resident assis-
tant in Emerson 
Hall. 
Baker is ac-
tive in Ithaca 
College Televi-
sion, she is the 
treasurer for the BAKER 
Ithaca College 
chapter of Society of Professional Jour-
nalists and a member of the Leadership 
Advisory Committee. 
Pervi is a resident assistant in 
Rowland Hall and a member of the Stu-
dent Government Association. 
The student trustee is the sole stu-
dent representative to the 24-member 
board of trustees, which acts as the gov-
erning body of the college. 
The student 
representative to 
the board is 
equal in respon-
sibility and 
power to any 
other board 
member and at-
tempts to bring a 
student perspec-
tive to the board. 
The candi- PERVI 
dates are sched-
uled to appear before the board's 
Board of Trusteeship Committee on 
May 11. 
. That committee is comprised of 
eight members of the board of 
trustees. 
The committee will interview each 
candidate and submit its recommen-
dations to the entire board. 
The board of trustees will meet on 
May 12 to select the new student 
trustee and announce the appointment 
shortly thereafter. 
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Senior combines movement, speech 
BY CARRIE COCHRAN 
Senior Writer 
-------------
Valerie Ristas, a speech and 
hearing handicaps teaching major, 
knew from the very beginning that 
Ithaca College was the right 
choice for her. 
She chose to apply to the college 
through the early decision program 
after one visit to the campus. 
motivating to go on with it." 
Ristas' experience at the college 
has extended far beyond her par-
ticipation in her academic program. 
She has also become involved 
with a number of extracurricular ac-
tivities, including IC Unbound, 
Student Government Association 
and the Ithaca chapter of the Na-
tional Student Speech Language 
and Hearing Association. 
"I chose [Ithaca Col-
lege] for the major," 
• Ristas' interest 
Rista~ said. "I Senior in dance, which r '' \ ,r,::, ·, ·r,' \ f ,'" she has explo~ecl 
A ,;, ,f ~~.-}· 'J ' f , .. 1 through in-looked at pro-
grams in different 
colleges for 
speech language 
pathology and I 
came here. I 
looked at it, took a 
walk through the 
clinic and then I 
~Zl~t,'. \10: ~ r~r=~ I I, a ( dance perfor-
mances with 
School of Health Sciences the Ithaca Col-
and Human Performance lege Theatre, 
has not only 
just fell in love with the campus." 
As a senior moving on to study 
speech language pathology and 
audiology at the graduate level in 
the fall at Northeastern University 
in Boston, Ristas recounted her un-
dergraduate academic experience as 
extremely significant. After 
choosing to attend the college be-
cause of the hands-on nature of the 
speech language and pathology 
program she has been completely 
satisfied with the opportunities 
been an enjoyable activity for 
her, but has been an activity she has 
brought into her academic interests. 
As a dance minor, Ristas has re-
cently come to utilize these talents 
as she further explores the field of 
speech pathology and audiology in 
relation to her intent of working 
with children with autism. 
ALAN DEITCH/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR VALERIE RISTAS dances in her modern dance class Monday. Ristas, who minors in dance and 
majors in teaching speech and hearing handicaps, hopes to use movement to teach communication skills. 
she has been provided. .. 
"Not a lot of undergraduate 
colleges let you have supervised 
work with actual clients at the un-
dergraduate level, but junior year 
we have a lan_guage enhancement 
program, where we go into a day 
care setting and do language 
groups," Ristas said. "Actually, 
getting that hands-on experience at 
the undergraduate level was really 
"I worked last summer at a lan-
guage camp where I was the mu-
sic and movement coordinator," 
Ristas said. "I started playing with 
some movement activities. I start-
ed focusing on how language and 
communication can be used 
through movement, especially for 
children who weren't able to com-
municate with words." 
Aside from extracurricular ac-
tivities, Ristas also cited several of 
her educational courses as being re-
sponsible for the progress she has 
been able to make concerning the 
relationships between movement 
and language communication. 
"Because of some of the educa-
tion classes that I took as part of the 
major, especially Jeff Claus' Social 
Foundations of Education, which 
really looked a lot at the arts and the 
role the arts play in education and 
things like that, I started doing some 
research on the effects of creative 
movement on language develop-
ment," Ristas said. "And that's why 
I'm really interested in meshing 
those two interests and eventually 
seeing if there's a way that I can use 
that as therapy techniques." 
Claus, an assistant professor of 
the Center for Teacher Education, 
embraced this opportunity Ristas has 
taken to apply concepts learned in 
class and extend them and apply 
them to her activities. 
"What she will achieve is a kind 
of speech therapy and instruction that 
is more meaningful, relevant, moti-
vating, engaging and fun for kids," 
Claus said. "She ran with the ideas 
from class. I really respect that." 
As Ristas concludes her studies 
at the college, she credits her ex-
pcricnce not only to her academic 
endeavors, but also to the relation-
ships she has developed and the 
friendships she has made - a feel-
mg that some of her closest 
friends, who happen to be fellow 
speech pathology students, share. 
"The friendships we've made 
since freshman year have been in-
valuable, and have grown stronger 
through the years," said fellow 
speech language pathology major, 
and friend, senior Christine Cun-
ningham. "It will be really hard to 
leave after graduation." 
The New York Council for the Humanities 
The School of Business 
Ithaca College ~ Md Ithaca College ···· ·-,,;{. ·- - - _ Office of the Provost 
··· ~ - -- School of Communications 
::: __. _ School of Humanities and Sciences 
-=~ - Environmental Studies Program 
The School of Business is pleased to anno~nce that 
we are accepting applications for the School's new 
one-year MBA program. Classes will begin August, 
2000. 
You are invited to attend one of the following 
information sessions. Alternatively, information 
about the program can be requested by contacting 
rullrich@ithaca.edu. 
MBA lnfonnation Sessions Saturday, Aprll 15 10-11:15 a.m. 
Monday, April 17 4-5:15 p.m. 
Rm. 325 Smiddy Hall 
Rm. 108 Smiddy Hall 
HASSLE FREE BRITAIN 
stop by the ROYAL PALM TAVERN -
Dryden Road 
on April 19 from 7-9 p.m. 
Brought _to you by: 
Council Travel 
Ithaca 
206-B Dryden Rd. 
meet Con.tiki Holidays 
... the biggest tour company 
for 18-35 year olds 
Answers to all your questions! 
Great prizes to be won. 
Enter a raff le for a FREE roundtrip 
ticket on Virgin Atlantic to London 
NidlQTravel 277-0373· ..., 
vv·vvw. cou nc I It ravel. com · 
Presents: 
The Green Beat: 
The Perils and Promises of Environmental Reporting 
by 
Andrew Revkin 
Environmental Reporter 
The New York Times 
Thursday, April 20, 2000 
Textor Hall 102 
5:30 p.m.-7 p.m. 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
Need something to do tonight? 
Why not rent a movie? 
~••lle•1eTt1,,,11 ,Title•• 
103 Dryden Rd. •2 for 1 Sun.-Wed. • 272-3502 
SKYDIVE 
TANDEM 
FINGER LAKES SKYDIVERS 
Open Wednesday through Sunday 
Information & Reservations: 
1-800-SKYDIVE 
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Curry 4.~m.Q~_trat$t.-~, r-
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BY CARL"'A KUCINSKI care,' as {Curry) said," Prutisto ~id_. ., joined NBC News. 
Staff Writu ____ -·····- _______ "She seems so genuine and ab- . "I felt anything was possible· 
Approximately 200 people 
tilled Emerson Suites April 6 to 
hear Ann Curry. NBC News An-
chor of the Today Show and 
MSNBC's Special Edition, share 
her experiences about struggling to 
become a journalist and offered 
some words of inspiration for as-
piring journalists. 
The lecture. "The Power of 
Journalism: A Reporter's Note-
book," was the latest edition of the 
Jessica Savitch Distinguished 
Journalism Lecture Series. 
Curry blew a kiss as she ap-
proached the podium to applause 
from the welcoming audience. 
She began by saying how hon-
ored she was to be chosen as this 
year's Jessica Savitch lecturer and 
how Savitch had inlluenccd her life 
and the lives of other women m the 
field of journalism. 
"She is a woman whose work 
paved the way for me," she said. 
Growing up during the Vietnam 
War, Watergate and the women's 
movement, Curry said that it 
seemed to her that the world need-
ed improvement. And Curry was 
going to he the person to change it. 
Sophomore Gabrielle Prutisto, a 
broadcasting major and reporter for 
WBNG-TV in Binghamton, who 
attended Curry's lecture, said she 
was struck by Curry's caring nature. 
"I think that is so important in 
news today, 'learning how to 
solutcly real in how she docs ii. now," she said. 
That's what's great of her." Curry's ultimate test came with 
Although Curry has had. and tin: birth of her two children. After 
continues to have, a positive alli- the birth of her first child, she said 
tudc, her journalism career did not she was unsure if she could he both 
take off right away. In fact, Curry a good mother and a good em-
wa~ a cocktail waitress after she ploycc. But, Curry managed to trea-
graduatcd from college. Curry sure the time she spent with her 
said every night when she came children, and still docs. 
home after work, her mother "I make sure every moment I 
would ask her, "Anna? Did you find spend with them counts," she said. 
a rich guy yet?" But Curry was not Last year, Curry was scheduled 
looking for a "rich man" like her to speak as part of the lecture se-
mother wished. Instead, she want- rics, but was unexpectedly called to 
cd a successful career. report on the crisis in Kosovo. Cur-
In 1978, Curry began her ry shared her experiences of her 
broadcasting career at the CBS af- time in Kosovo, watching innocent 
filiate KTVL in Medford, Ore., as people forced into refugee camps. 
the first woman news reporter in the "Kosovo changed me forever," 
history of the station. It was at she said. "After seeing fear in the 
KTVL where Curry was first told eyes of children, I felt so guilty to 
that she could not be a news re- come home to my happy-go-
porter because she was a female. lucky children who wanted to go to 
Today, CunJ'61carly remembers the the zoo." 
words of her boss. Curry said by telling these sto-
"You can't be a news reporter," ries, she gets the pleasure ofknow-
hc said. "Women have no news ing that she is making a difference. 
judgment. Besides, you're not Afterwards, students were able 
strong enough to hold a camera." to meet Curry and ask her ques-
Dcspite this discouragement, lions. Many students, including . 
Curry fought hard to show that freshman Anh Trinh, said that 
women can be news reporters and they found Curry's lecture to be in-
make a difference in people's spirational. 
lives. Curry said her father used to "I thought it was very inspira-
say to her, "Go out and show them tional to those who want to pursue 
what a Curry can do." And Curry a career in journalism," Trinh 
heeded his advice. said. "Even though I'm not really 
By 1990, Curry said all her sure if I want to go into the field, 
dreams had come true when she she made it seem very positive." 
MalSSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
NBC TODAY SHOW News Anchor Ann Curry speaks to students 
following her guest lecture In the Emerson Suites Thursday night. 
-~ 
'llie Itliaca Co[fege Community Invites <You <To: 
~ 
~ FILMS Presents ... 
<Pa{mSunday 
Services 
Jlpri{16th 
:Masses at 10 a. m., 1 p. m. and 9 p. m. 
<Pa[ms wi[[ 6e cfistri6utecf at a[[ the 1vtasses. 
Friday, April 14, at 7 p.llly 9:30 p.m.. midnight 
Saturday, April IS, at 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday, April 16, at g p.m. 
Tuesday, April 18', at S p.m. 
Admission: $3 
An Showa in Ta.tor 102 
• 
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Select Campus Safety Log Incidents March 24-27 
March24 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Officer reported student urinating 
in public. Student to be referred judicially. 
Security Officer Williams. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: East Tower, seventh floor lounge 
Summary: Caller reported individual tossing 
lounge furniture out the window. Intoxicated 
student transported to the Health Center 
and referred judicially for several violations. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 5, outside 
Summary: Report of an intoxicated student 
outside residence hall. Student transported 
to Health Center. Student to be referred 
judicially for alcohol policy violation. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
• V&T violations 
Location: G-lot, near Hill Center 
Summary: Caller reported vehicle 
attempted to pass a stopped school bus. 
Vehicle operator got out of car when 
stopped and was abusive toward bus driver. 
Patrol Officer A. Dirk Hightchew. 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: S-lot, extension 
Summary: Student issued an appearance 
ticket for underage possession of an 
alcoholic beverage. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
March 25 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 28 
Summary: Report of a large party with a 
keg. Keg confiscated and three students 
referred judicially for alcohol policy violation. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: All other, Coddington Road 
Summary: Caller reported intoxicated 
student in the woods at off-campus location. 
Student transported to the Health Center. 
Student to be referred judicially for alcohol 
policy violation. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Medical assist injury related 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Caller reported student with inch-
long cut to foot. Student transported to 
CMC. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Fire alarms malicious 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated pull 
box outside third floor residence hall room. 
No smoke or fire. Activation determined to 
be malicious. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Found property 
Location: Freeman Field, bleachers 
Summary: Two green coats found. 
• Found property 
Location: Terrace 10, outside 
Summary: Dark blue backpack containing 
alcohol found. 
• Found property 
Location: A-lot 
Summary: Report of student walking with a 
realty sign. The sign was turned over to 
Campus Safety as found property. 
March 26 
• Assault/no weapon 
Location: Lower Quad 
Summary: Caller reported fight in progress 
outside Bogart Hall. Upon officer's arrival 
one suspect located and arrested. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Report of subject with marijuana. 
One student to be judicially referred for 
marijuana. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: S-lot, stairway 
Summary: Caller reported smoke coming 
from the ground near the stairway to farm 
road. Upon officer's arrival, fire was found 
and extinguished. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holm stock. 
• Medical Assist 
Location: Hill Center 
Bias Alerts March 31-April 1 
. March 31 
. a, 
. ~ • Homophobic 
~ Y ~ grafitti i,~,. (.,o~ Location: Terrace 8 
9(1 lncldef'\ Summary: A student 
reported that a 
homophobic remark was etched into a 
fraternity composite picture in Terrace 8. 
The remark was directed toward a 
student shown in the composite. 
Investigation into this matter has not 
Summary: Student injured ankle during an 
intramural volleyball game. Student 
transported to the Health Center. Patrol 
Officer Nathan Humble. 
March27 
• Petit larceny - $50 
Location: Smiddy Hall 
Summary: Small card advertising a safe 
haven for gays was removed from wall next 
to office door by unknown person(s). Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Center for Natural Sciences 
Summary: Attempt to locate a student in 
class for investigation. Student located and 
transported to Campus Safety. Subject 
arrested for third-degree assault and 
disorderly conduct resulting from an 
incident March 26. Appearance ticket 
issued for Town of Ithaca court. Sgt. Ronald 
Hart. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 28 
Summary: Caller reported that another 
subject received a package that did not 
belong to him. Report taken. Patrol Officer 
R. Dirk Hightchew. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Student was referred judicially 
for dishonesty and unauthorized 
identified the person(s) responsible. 
April 1 
• Homophobic grafitt1 
Location: Terrace 8 • 
Summary: A student reported that a 
homophobic remark was written on their 
room door in Terrace 8. Investigation into 
this matter has not identified the 
person(s) responsible. 
possession of another student's property 
after failing to return a mail package that 
belonged to someone else. Patrol Officer R. 
Dirk Hightchew. 
• Assist other agency Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Department 
Location: All other, Rogan's Comer 
Summary: Caller requested officers assist 
Tompkins County Sheriff's Department with 
three intoxicated subjects at Rogan's. Upon 
officer's arrival, subjects were found not to 
be intoxicated but there was a 
disagreef!1ent. Subjects were asked to 
leave the area. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
To view the complete Campus Safety 
Log, log on to www.ithaca.edu/ithacan. 
Key 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
\CCS - Ithaca College Campus Salety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - motor vehicle accident 
RA - resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T - vehicle and traffic violation 
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Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
Dear Ithaca College Students, Faculty, and Staff: 
We support the efforts of all those members in the campus community 
who are working to make the last day of classes safe and productive for 
our graduating seniors. Faculty should be able to conduct-classes and 
staff should be able to attend to the daily business of the college without 
disruption. Most importantly, students should have the opportunity to 
complete their academic year and begin preparing for final exams. We 
urge you to join us in supporting the move of Fountain Day celebration to 
Senior Week. 
Respectfully, 
~A. 
Mark Warfle 
Staff Council Chair 
fa<~ 
Nick Tarant 
Student Body President 
ind McBride 
Faculty Council Chair 
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What are you doing April 17th? 
Ithaca College Student Activities Board proudly presents 
ccA-~iavi A-Me,v-i&avi~ ivi the, Me,dfal' 
Monday, April 17, 8:30 p.m. 
Emerson Suites 
free, limited seating 
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Making the wrong call 
The college has made an unfortunate mistake by 
changing its Commencement severe weather policy, 
which now calls for postponing the ceremony by one 
day. 
In terms of the decision alone, it appears to have 
been made with little input from parents, students 
and other community members, who will certainly be 
affected most if the policy is implemented. The new 
policy was announced in a small note that was 
mixed in with other information in the Ithaca College 
News' special edition for Commencement. 
It was disturbing to learn that both Senior Class 
President John Walsh and Student Body 
President Nick Tarant were unaware of the 
college's new back-up plan when they were first 
questioned about it by The Ithacan. How is it that 
two of the most important student leaders - both of 
whom are seniors - weren't consulted about this 
decision? 
Although the college's decision-making 
procedure raises many questions, the real problem 
is the back-up plan itself. 
John B. Oblak, vice president of student affairs 
and campus life, said holding the ceremony inside is 
"impractical." What is even more impractical is the 
college's decision to postpone Commencement by 
one day, which could cause even more headaches 
for parents and guests who do not have 
reservations for two nights. 
That was not an issue for Oblak, however. He 
said most people are committed to two nights -
meaning the postponement would not affect their 
plans. That is merely an assertion on Oblak's part. 
Holding a Commencement in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium is not impractical, but instead a more 
logical solution. Not everyone will be able sit in the 
gym the ceremony, but it is less of an inconvenience 
than postponing it for a day. 
Commencement is a month away. If college 
administrators were smart, they would revert back to 
the former back-up plan. 
The leader stands alone 
Fountain Day is in the news again. Last week, 
President Peggy Williams addressed the campus in 
a public forum, answering questions about her 
decision to move the event and how she plans to 
respond to rebellious students. 
For those who attended, there was not much new 
to report. Instead, the meeting served as good 
dialogue between students and the president. 
A few days prior to her meeting, Student 
Congress took an official position on Fountain Day 
- declaring that it did not approve of moving the 
day because of the manner in which the decision 
was made. 
Student Congress should have followed Student 
Body President Nick Tarant's lead, supporting the 
college's decision to move Fountain Day - an event 
that has tarnished the last day of classes. 
"I really feel like I'm standing alone on this one," 
Tarant said following Congress' decision. Tarant 
need not worry, he will have the support of sensible 
students who realize the college's decision to move 
the day is to everyone's advantage. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
Lellers to the editor are d11e by 5 p.111. the Monday before p11b/i-
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Abortion publication 
pro11:1oted male power 
I am extremely disheartened by the 
inclusion of the anti-choice insert in last 
week's Ithacan. The content of the 
advertisement is outrageously biased in its 
research, and it is incredibly unethical for 
The Ithacan to capitalize on such a 
publication, strewn with falsities and sexism. 
Most disgusting is an article titled, 
"What about rape?" Like all but one, this 
article is written· by a man. He claims that 
"giving birth ... is the way rape victims seek 
to reclaim their self-esteem," and that 
· "abortion inhibits the healing ... and 
reinforces negative attitudes." Perhaps this 
author, who proudly boasts his Ph.D. 
should do some independent research on 
w'1o rapes and impregnates women. Not 
only does he assume to know what is best 
for women who have been raped, but he 
advocates that women should not be legally 
allowed to make their own decisions. 
The woman's right to choose goes much 
deeper than abortion. It is the right to Ii v.e 
freely as women, without living under the 
power of men. This abortion publication is 
dominated by the male opinion. I find that 
ironic. These men take no responsibility or 
initiative to end rape, incest and unwanted 
pregnancy, rather they simply advertise that 
women should not be allowed to have 
abortions. They even claim that abortions 
are unsafe and lack proper counseling, but 
that, too, is only the result of restric.:tions by 
the male-dominated right-wing. 
We need not love abortion to support 
women's rights, but we, as men, must stop 
telling women what to do and start telling 
ourselves what not to do. Pro-women is 
pro-choice. 
BRETT SHIEL '00 
Co-Chairman. Young Democratic Socialists 
Local S.AD.D. chapter 
extends condolences 
The Students Against Destructive 
Decisions organization of Ithaca College 
would like to express its condolences to the 
friends and family of Michelle Evans, the 
Cornell University student who was struck 
and killed by a Tompkins Consolidated 
Area Transit bus March 16. It is simply a 
tragedy for everyone when a community 
member is lost in an accident that could 
have been prevented. 
S.A.D.D. is focusing on raising 
awareness and educating people about the 
effects of drinking and other substance 
abuse. Drinking and driving is one of our 
main concerns and we would like to work 
with the Ithaca community to ensure that 
tragedies such as Michelle Evans' death do 
not happen aiain. We urge the Ithaca 
community to make this an issue that can 
not be ignored. We need to make sure the 
streets are safe for everyone. 
GERILYN CURTIN 
President, Students Against Destructive 
Decisions 
Economic globalization 
deserves more coverage 
Recently, The Ithacan neglected to cover 
a Young Democratic Socialists' forum, 
tocusing on the subject of the World Bank 
and International Monetary Fund. The 
reason was due to the excessive publicity 
already given to the Young Democratic 
Socialists, meaning that this was just 
another interest of ours, not relevant 
enough to educate the entire student body 
about. However, this myth must be 
dispelled, for humanitarian causes cannot 
be relegated to democratic socialist 
interests alone. 
The globalization of the world economy 
is an issue that effects everyone on many 
levels. To educate students, a teach-in was 
sponsored by YDS March 28. This Sunday, 
approximately 150 people from the Ithaca 
area will converge with thousands in 
Washington, D.C. This is not an issue with 
a definite answer, nor am I advocating a 
specific viewpoint. 
Nonetheless, infonnation need to be 
available from both sides and then the 
students can decide for themselves if the 
interest is too specific for them to further 
engage in. Stay tuned on Sunday 10 see 
what the world is talking about, and don't 
say we didn't warn you. 
LAURA DEUTCH '01 
Member, Young Democratic Socialists 
Editors note: The Ithacan has covered 
forums held by the Young Democratic 
Socialists 011 the topics of free speech and 
the World Trade Organization this year: The 
group was also featured in a profile earlier 
this semester: The Ithacan strives to provide 
a variety of coverage of all campus events 
each week. 
Write a letter to the editor 
and reach more 
than 5,000 people. 
Drop letters off in Park Hall 269 
ore-mail them to 
ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
Letters are due by 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publication and 
should be 250 words or less. 
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Become involved in the community: 
reap the benefits of helping others 
Think back a little while ago to Spring 
Break. For most college students, it was a 
time away from hard work and plenty of fun 
in the sun. However, 13 volunteers from 
Ithaca College's Community Service 
Network spent that early March week in 
Guyan Valley. W.V. working on the houses of 
lower-income families - a truly memorable 
experience that certainly taught me a lot 
about myself and others. 
The Appalachian Service Project (ASP) 
is a non-profit Christian organization 
designed to assist resicl'.!nts of Tennessee, 
Kentucky, Virginia 
and West Virginia. 
Joined by Christian 
groups from 
Bowling Green 
University and 
Gainesville, Fla., 
participants from 
Ithaca College, 
organized by junior 
Bridget 
;tmo(:M.adaiwar McLaughlin, 
repaired houses for 
Guest Writer locals from March 4 
to I I. Along with 
college students, 
more than I 0,000 high school students and 
volunteers from 500 churches worked in 
central Appalachia. 
Split into five work crews, each team was 
assigned to a different site. Working long 
days. from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m .• members from 
ASP were also assigned chores, including 
cleaning dishes and bathrooms. 
The trip in general had many successes. I 
believe that to be able to help these residents 
in lillle ways was the most rewarding 
experience. Some of the students had limited 
experiences with putting up gutters and roof 
shingles. We proved lo ourselves that we 
could really accomplish any task needed 10 
be done. 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR DIANE NOCERINO paints in the hallways of South Hill Elementary. Members of 
the Student Government Association sponsored a project to paint murals in the halls as 
part of the college's Celebration of Service to benefit the surrounding community. 
We also were able to get to know several 
families. They seemed 10 be very interested 
with our involvement in the Community 
Service Network. The families also proved 10 
be very generous. When working on the roof, 
the father had offered us corn he had grown. 
Other groups mentioned how their families 
cooked dinner for them. 
For one family. our work made an 
immeasurable difference. The addition to the 
house one of the five groups built allowed the 
father of this single-parent household to 
prevent his children from being taken away 
from him by the government due 10 previous 
inadequate living conditions. 
The experiences of all who attended were 
wonderful, and were something that could 
not be described in any textbook. Even 
though we endured long hours and often 
went home with cuts and bruises from 
sometimes missing hitting the nail on the 
head, it was all worth it. It is crucial students 
get involved in anyway possible and make a 
difference for others. Get involved with 
Community Service Network on campus and 
participate in the different activities and 
events such as the Celebration of Service. It 
is amazing how much you can learn about 
others by doing community service. 
Amo/ Maddiwar is a sophomore 
speech pathology and audiology major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear In this spot each week. To have your voice heard, call Opinion Editor Aaron Mason at 274-3208. 
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Scott Schmidt 
Exploratory-'03 
"Yes, the Salvation Army 
because I know people are 
less fortunate than me." 
"AIDS charity and a·nimal 
charities because I like animals 
'. ·a lot and I am concerned with 
, peoples issues." 
Carla Landeo 
Computer Science '03 
Do you donate to charities? 
Which ones? 
"I give to the Jewish 
National Fund for planting 
trees in Israel." 
Sharon Blatt 
Media Management '03 
Moebius Simmons 
Cinema and Photography '02 
"I always intend to give to 
charities. There are organizations, 
which If I had extra money, I would 
feel good about giving but with the 
money I have Is spent it on my 
own selfish Interests." 
Photos by Jen Blanco 
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MATT 
BONATTI 
It/wean 
Co/11111111.ll 
Two countries, 
one little boy 
There arc some thing~ m h fc 
that you JUSI do not do; go after 
your best friend's boyfriend or 
girlfriend, cheat someone out of 
something that 1s rightfully theirs, 
or come between a parent and 
their child. These three rules, 
while not by any means the only 
rules one should live by, should 
always be observed and abided 
by. 
We have all been bombarded 
by the name Elian Gonzalez and 
we arc familiar with hi!> case. so I 
am not going to get into any real 
specifics. However, I simply do 
not understand why the entire 
situation went on for as long as 11 
did. 
I want everybody out there in 
Ithaca11 land to bear with me for a 
moment and picture yourself in 
the position of Elian's father. 
Imagine for a moment that it is 
your child that is being withheld 
from you. Not across an ocean or 
in another country, but simply 
somewhere where you have no 
way of seeing or contacting your 
child. 
Imagine nothing you do has 
any effect and fighting against 
you is a very vocal contmgcnl of 
people who do not want you to 
have your child back at all. I ask 
you: How would you feel in that 
situation? Would you be content 
in letting somec,ne other than 
yourself decide the fate of your 
child? No, probably not. 
So how can we as a country 
rightfully say that we know what 
is best for Elian Gonzalez? How 
1s it possible this saga continued 
when we all knew that we would 
not JUSI s11 ha-:k and let that 
happen 1f it were our child who 
was up there. 
We all know that Cuha 1~ not 
exactly one of the lop IO pla-:cs 
to hvc m the world. hut that 1~ 
still no reason not to give El 1an 
hack to his father. Elian mav have 
a helter life here 111 the ~tat;~. he 
may not. Sure. the resources arc 
here. but there is no way to 
predict the future so II is very 
difficult to argue that case. 
Ohv1ou~ly, politics play a big 
role in the whole case. I'm sure 
that 1f Elian were from any 
-:ountry other than the one Fidel 
Castro calls home. he would have 
been returned 10 his father a Ion!! 
time ago. Cuba and rhe United ' 
Stales haven't had good rclallon~ 
smcc 1959. when Ca~tro tonk 
over the helm ofth1s rnuntry. But 
a 6-ycar-old hoy 1s m the middle 
of this political tug of war. and I 
still don't agree with keeping a 
father away from Im son Just 
hccause the two countries don"t 
get along 
As far a!> I sec it. the only 
person with a legitimate claim to 
Elian is his father. It doesn't 
matter that he lives in Cuha, nor 
docs 11 matter that Elian has 
family here in the states. All that 
docs mailers 1s that he is Elian· s 
father. If Elian was my child I 
would do anything to get him 
back, and I'm sure that everyone 
reading this would too. · 
Matt Bonatti is a sophomore 
television-radio major. 
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Was it al I worth it? 
A year later, 
a year wiser? 
Are you satisfied with your 
Ithaca College education? 
Go head-to-head with a fellow student 
on the Opinion pages. 
Call Opinion Editor Aaron Mason at 274-3208 or 
a mason 1 @ic3. ithaca.ed u to have your voice heard. 
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CATS CAN'T GO ONLINE. 
BUT YOU CAN. 
.,, Siudent Discounts 
.,, Professional 8artendl11g Training 
.,, Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job 
.,, Become a Talented, Socially 
Conscious Bartendet' 
.,, l\latlonal Restaurant Association 
Alcohol Awareness PN,gram 
.,, Great Part-time or Summer Job 
L•ARNTOBART.ND r------
lN A •••KENDI CLASSES BEGIN 
1iai11.1 lliiljiil f=;J ~ FRI. APRIL 14 - 6 p.m. 
rw!lil!l ~ ~ THE STATLER HOTEL 
CallNow, 
lpacelsUIIDIIL .. 111 EAST AVENUE 
1-800-U·CAN·MIX C www.universitybartending.com ) 
SGA TAKES A STAND 
The Student Congress of Ithaca College feels the way in which the 
administration has treated the students regarding the issue of Fountain Day 
is unacceptable. 
We support those individuals working to prevent misuse and abuse of 
alcohol and other drugs, destruction of property, sexual assault and other 
farms of abuse similar to those incidents that occurred on previous 
Fountain Days. . 
Although we encourage safety on the last day of classes, we do not 
support the move of Fountain Day due to the manner in which this decision 
was made and handled. · 
We hope this situation does not serve as a precedent for future 
decisions that encompass the Ithaca College community. Our hope is that 
students will play a more active role in the decision-making process when 
it comes to issues that directly impact the student body. · 
**Sponsored by SGA ** 
/' Q.uote of the week 
[i7~ "t&play where our fans - :_. . ·\ 
'l«. ..s,fmy Ray of the Indigo Gtjts ·: 
J' . 
! .. I r 
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SENIOR JAMES REDDING works on sound for a film using the sound editing software Pro Tools in the multi-track studio on the first floor 
of Park Hall. Redding worked on the Oscar-winning soundtrack for "The Matrix" at a fall 1998 internship with Danetracks in Los Angeles. 
And the Oscar goes to ... 
Senior's sound-editing part of Oscar-winning 'The Matrix" 
BY KIM AYER 
Staff Writer 
Most students participate in 
some sort of internship before 
they graduate. But the oppor-
tunity to work on an academy 
award-winning film is a rarity. 
Senior James Redding did 
just that when he worked on 
sound editing for "The Matrix" 
during fall semester of 1998. 
Like any student in the Los 
Angeles Program, Redding 
arrived in California and set out 
in search of an internship. 
After three weeks without 
landing a job, Redding went for 
an interview at Danetracks 
Inc., which offers a number of 
opportunities to interns. 
"We try to expose our intern 
to every step of the sound post-
production process, from 
field recording, editing, all 
th·e way to the mix stage," a 
spokesperson for Danetracks, 
Inc. said on the company Web 
site. 
The company, encompass-
ing approximately 20 em-
ployees in the fall of 1998 (two 
of which are Ithaca alumni), is 
responsible for editing, mixing, 
designing and recording 
sounds for films and commer-
cials. Formed in f986, Dane-
tracks is owned by Dane A. 
Davis. 
"I evolve, devolve and or-
ganize noise for a living," 
Davis said on his Web site. 
Basically, every sound that 
takes place in a movie can be 
attributed to companies like 
Danetracks. It has contributed 
to such films as "Simon 
Birch," "Bill and Ted's Bogus 
Journey" and "Pump up the 
Volume." 
When Redding was taken 
on board, he was sworn to se-
crecy without any knowledge 
of the project on which he 
would be working. And unlike 
most coffee-bearing interns, 
Redding began by assisting the 
sound editors with their work. 
"When I got there, they 
were just starting post-pro-
duction," Redding said. "I 
started with the library of 
dats." 
Eventually, re worked uooertre 
supelVising sound editor and 
Davis and Redding assisted in cre-
ating some of tre major sound se-
quences in ire film. 
For the lobby scene toward 
the end of the film, Redding 
helped create the shattering 
noises by blowing up toilets 
and taking a sledgehammer to 
a sound editor's bathroom. 
He also participated in various 
other sections of the film, in-
cluding the legendary kung-fu 
scene. 
Redding attributes his per-
sonal exploration of sound 
equipment and radio experi-
ence to his preparedness for the 
job. 
"I think my experience 
with pro-tools, which I 
learned on my own, helped 
me," Redding said. 
While working in Los An-
geles, Redding met the Wa-
chowski 
Brothers, who directed "The 
Matrix" and "Bound," anoth-
er film whose sound was done 
by Danetracks Inc. 
They had come to oversee 
the first temp mix, which 
would be shown to the people 
who had invested money in the 
film. Redding also had the op-
portunity to attend the MTV 
Music Video Awards. 
Redding's development of 
his interest in sound began with 
his work on WICB his fresh-
man year at Ithaca College. 
During one of his overnight 
shifts, he created the on-air per-
sonality of Dave Dave the ra-
dio guy, an energetic, over-sex-
ual character. 
From there, he became 
production manager, taking 
on the responsibilities of ad-
herence to playlists, station 
breaks and station identifica-
tions. 
Redding now keeps busy by 
helping other students finish 
their senior film projects. He 1s 
currently working on five 
separate films doing sound 
design, mixing and editing. 
One of the filmmakers collab-
orating with Redding is senior 
Michael Prince. 
"He was responsible for 
recording sound when we 
made the film," Prince said. 
With Redding's help, 
Prince was able to achieve a 
more sharp and intricate qual-
ity of sound. 
Prince said that Redding 
helped by creating a land-
scape that he could not 
achieve through visuals. 
In one section of the film, 
the character walks down a 
hospital hallway, passing sev-
eral doors along the way. 
Redding was able to make the 
inside of each distinct room au-
dible. 
If he can make it to the end 
of the year, Redding hopes to 
continue with his passion and 
obtain a job m the ~ound in-
dustry. 
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Linda McBride 
Exploratory '03 
Hometown: Mercer Island, 
Wash. 
Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Making it 
through this year. 
What I'd be doing if I 
weren't here: Living in 
_.. NYC experiencing life. 
Things I can do without: 
Narrow-mindedness, snif-
fling and dirty dishes. 
Best word in the English 
language: Passionate. 
What TV show I don't 
miss: "Ally McBeal." 
Three things that can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: Cheese, 
eggs and peanut butter. 
People might be sur-
prised to know that I: 
Really love the Carpenters. 
Ideal Vacation: 
Tropical beach, daiquiris, 
massages. 
Recommended Web site: 
www.ask.com. 
Where I'll be In 10 years: 
On Broadway starring in a 
new hit musical. 
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Cutting through cl_assics 
BY SEAN HYSON 
!jta[[ Writer 
For many, the thought of clas-
sical music may conjure up images 
of orchestras, conductors, and in 
some cases, boredom to the point 
of tears. Metal saws rarely enter into 
these illusions. However, audi-
ences attending the D n A concert 
Sunday will never exclude the in-
strument again. 
Pianist Alpha Hockett Walker 
and oboist David Weiss- Walker's 
husband - entertained crowds in 
the Recital Hall of the James J. 
Whalen Center for Music. The duo 
perfonned a free show featuring se-
lections from Charles F. Hockett, a 
local composer and Walker's father. 
While Walker's tluid piano move-
ments and Weiss' inspired oboe 
were unforgettable, the most im-
pressive display of ace musicianship 
came with Weiss' use of a Stanley COURTESY OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Handyman saw. PIANIST ALPHA HOCKETT WALKER (left) and husband, oboist 
The duo opened the show with David Weiss, performed at the Whalen Center for Music Sunday. 
Fi vc Pieces for Oboe and Piano, by A combination of a piano hammer Keith Davis, assistant director of 
Hockett. This allowed Weiss to and viola bow, the device also public infonnation, said musical 
demonstrate his skill on his lifelong functions as a mallet to make per- saws arc often used only as a gim-
instrumcnt. His fingers typed the cussive sounds. Weiss described the mick. 
oboe valves statically, though his saw's unique tone as "roughly a "'The fact that serious musicians 
breath produced an unmistakable cross between a female voice and try it is interesting to me," he said. 
legato. The two then progressed to someone whistling." Davis also said the concert would 
Vivace, including the Japanese Maintaining that it cost only $7 stand as "a family event," since the 
Folk Song Kojo No Tsuki ("lhc at the hardware store, Weiss could two performers and composer are 
Castle in the Moonlight" Weiss have fooled the audience into be- related. 
said), in which the saw showed ex- licving it was priceless. It warbled Weiss has served as the first 
ceptional range. operatically, proving to be as in- chair with the Metropolitan 
The main oboist for the Los An- tricatc as any instrument in an or- Oper~ National Company, Pitts-
gclcs Philhannonic, Weiss first at- chestra. Until he explained how burgh Symphony, National Sym-
temptcd the musical saw at a party. complicated the saw was to play phony and West Point Military 
He was quite intrigued b~ it and -- correctly, it appeared as though the Academy band. As a soloist, he has 
asked for a lesson on the spot. He audience would rush home to played at Kennedy Center, Lincoln 
soon adopted the instrument and their tool sheds upon the show's Center and Carnegie Recital Hall 
constructed his own bow to play it. close. to name a few_ 
Walker has perfonned and col-
laborated on the oboe and piano 
both in the United States and 
abroad with members of the 
Cleveland Orchestra, Boston 
Symphony and Vermeer String 
Quartet to name a few. Walker also 
composed the 1977 off-Broadway 
musical "The Great American 
Singing Commercial." 
Jane Riggs '40, fonner band di-
rector at Boynton Middle School in 
Ithaca, taught Walker oboe in her 
elementary school days. Walker wa~ 
"the most outstanding oboist that 
Ithaca High School ever pro-
duced." 
"She was always a perfection-
ist," Riggs said. 
Hockett retired as the Goldwin 
Smith Professor Emeritus of An-
thropology and Linguistics at 
Cornell University in 1982. He is 
the patriarch of. the Hockett fami-
ly, a longtime Ithaca family with a 
rich tradition of music, Riggs said. 
His works are mostly chamber mu-
sic, specifically for woodwinds 
and cello. 
Hockett has also written a 
concertina for cello and wind en-
semble, songs, three band march-
es and an opera, "Dona Rosita." He 
is a member of the National 
Academy of Sciences and the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. 
The show closed with The 
Quest for the Waters of Lethe, an-
other Hockett piece that tells a sto-
ry of the damned souls of Hades. 
Though they look eternally for the 
River Lethe, whose waters will re-
deem them, each path the 
searchers take leads back to the 
point at which they started. 
THE AREAS LARGEST & BEST TANNING CENTERS 
OVER 50 TANNING UNffS 
! 
I 
I 
OVER 1000 APPOINTMENTS PER DAY 
STAND-UPS LAY-DOWNS 
' ·1n honor of a great lady, my grandmother: 
An<jelma Csmnl' S lTaJ.ian RlsTOTUUtTt! 
r 124 Coddin,;Ton Roa~ lrbaca, NY 14850 607/273-0802 
'' ' 
Noca-tch 
CAS~ for your clothes 
Trader K's 
Rothschilds Building 
The Commons 
272-4011 
call for details 
® 
\JErSll 
-.com 
wants to recognize our 
Campus Operations Manager 
and the rest of their incredible 
Marketing and ~otetaking team! 
Thanks for helping us make Versity.com 
the premier online academic resource. 
lecture notes . study groups . research center 
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THE INDIGO GIRLS Amy Ray {left) and Emily Salters played to a nearly sold-out Barton Hall at Cornell University Monday night. The duo played such favorites as "Least 
Complicated," "The Power of Two" and "Galllleo" during a program that included both old and new works in the acoustic style for which the lnd_igo Girls are famous. 
Politics and playing the guitar 
tliiindigo Girls and opener.Danielle Howle serenade Cornell University Monday 
BY J MERITT 
Senior Writer 
"We play where our fans are," 
Amy Ray of the Indigo Girls said 
as to why they visit central New 
York so much. From the· showing 
at Monday's concert at Cornell's 
Barton Hall, anyone can see why. 
Even before the opener 
Danielle Howle took stage, the au-
diencc was praising and antici-
pating the performance by the duo 
from Georgia. Cornell University 
and Ithaca College were well-rep-
resented as the nearly filled 
gymnasium contained support 
for this group whose activism and 
politics are just as well known as 
their songs, which are full of pow-
erful messages. 
Like previous music the Indi-
go Girls have released, their new 
album "Come On Social" uses the 
same political tactics. The latest 
single "Go" states that, "You're too 
old to care/You're too young to 
count," a statement that can apply 
to the students at Ithaca High 
School, who were trying to be in-
formed about homosexuality, 
only to have that issue become 
controversial. 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
OPENING ACT Danielle Howle, after mixing humor and music for a set, asked audience members to 
petition the South Carolina legislature to remove the Confederate flag from the State House. 
:·,-,.,.. 
When talking to Amy Ray and 
Emily Salicrs before the show, the 
protests at the school over the pan-
els on homosexuality became a top-
ic of discussion. Though there are 
protests, the girls were glad to see 
that the Ithaca school system is 
making strides to help in the fight 
to infonn on homosexuality. 
"I think it's great, it's on the cut-
ting edge .... I think it's very re-
sponsible that they arc bringing in 
experts to talk about it in the 
school," Saliers said. 
The show also was a forum for 
thought on different levels as they 
played new songs mixed with the 
old. Ray and Saliers played one en-
tire set acoustically. The set was 
something different that im-
pressed senior Michael Lieberman. 
"I enjoyed it more than the full 
band," L1ebennan said. ·'It brings 
a new feeling to the songs that 
you're so used to hearing on CD" 
What started as a concert 
turned into a family gathering as the 
size of the large crowd and venue 
no longer had an effect on the show. 
At one point, it even became a_1okc 
with Sailers describing the !>Citing 
as "cavernous" and told the audi-
ence "to pretend they arc all in a lit-
tle living room," wlm:h the crowd 
responded to with a roar. 
The audience seemed to hang on 
every word spoken or sung by the 
duo. Playing most of the favorites 
like "The Power of Two," "Least 
Complicated" and "Galhlco," 
they also threw m some political-
ly charged new songs hke "Faye 
Tucker." which talks about the 
death penalty. Their political 
views come out m whatever they do 
from their songs, the benefits they 
play, the awareness tables they set 
up outside their shows and even in 
their CD booklets, where they 
have infonnation on all the orga-
nizations they support. When 
asked if they would still be so sup-
portive and vocal about issues 1f 
they were not rock stars, the Indi-
go Girls said they would, because 
that is the type of people they arc. 
Though the band's extensive 
catalogue of folk songs brought m 
most of the crowd, others hkc 
sophomore Kip McCarthy "just 
went because they were around." 
McCarthy, who went to the show 
without knowing too much of the 
bands' material, ended up pleased. 
"They put on a good show," he 
said. "I like bands that get the crowd 
involved and they were really 
good about that." 
Both Ray and Saliers !,ang !,Olm 
during the show. Sahers opened her 
solo !>Ong "Philosophy of Lo!>!>" 
commenting on how faith commu-
nille!> should except everyone for 
who they arc, and not re_1ect reopk 
for what they hclicve Saller, !>ang 
"and the door!> open wide to all 
straight men and women/but they 
arc not open to me." 
Though groans were heard 
from many audience members 
during the opening act. the night 
belonged to the crowd and the ex-
perience they created with the In-
digo Girls. 
"I loved the way that the Indi-
go Girls stopped !>inging and the 
crowd picked up the rest of the 
verse," senior Lisa Wcismantel 
said. "It was like how an elderly 
couple finishes each other's sen-
tences. It was really powerful and 
the audience sounded beautiful." 
-
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Director talks about Shepard death 
BY DEVON DAMS-O'CONNOR 
Accent Editor 
When actors create a play after 
sining behind a mother in court 
whose gay son was murdered in an 
atrocious hale crime, and watching 
her reaction as the verdict is hand-
ed down to her son's killers, the rc-
~ulting performance will likely 
touch some hearts. 
The playwright and director, 
Moises Kaufman, addrc!,scd a 
crowd of students, faculty and 
members of the Ithaca community 
in Emerson Suites Tuesday night. 
Kaufman talked about his new 
play, "The Laramie Project," 
which is based on the 1998 murder 
of gay college student Mathew 
Shepard in Laramie, Wyo. 
"The Vagina Monologues" and a 
performance by members of 
Orgullo Latino. 
"We wanted lo encourage peo-
ple lo participate in and create a 
more respectful and celebratory 
multicultural climate here on 
campus," Claus said. 
He said the DAC wanted to use 
some of its resources to help other 
groups produce such events. A call 
was put out for student organiza-
tions on campus to submit propos-
als with suggested events that 
would make up a week celebrating 
diversity. The Diversity Connec-
tions Award, in the sum of $1,500, 
was given to fund the events. Two 
groups, Orgullo Latino and the An-
thropology club, submitted similar 
and equally-impressive proposals 
Claus said, so they worked togeth-
er to create a week of speakers, mu-
sic and activities. 
In his presentation, "TI1e 
Laramie Project: Creating a Play 
ahout Homophobia, Grief, and End-
ing the Hate," K.aufinan de~ribcd the 
unique process he and members of 
h1!. theater company, The Tectomc 
1l1eater Project, used to create the 
play. Shortly after Shepard's murder, 
Kaufinan and IO members of the the-
ater project flew to Laramie several 
tune~ to talk to friends and family of 
Shepard and his killers, members of 
the gay community and students at 
the nearby university. 
BARBARA LAUZIER/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN KIRBY PETERSON (left) talks with director Moises Kaufman after his discussion Tuesday 
about the making of his new play, "The Laramie Project," based on the death of Mathew Shepard. 
"We decided for various reasons 
not to call these events 'Diversity 
Weck' because we feel that for the 
most part, the actual word 'diversi-
ty' turns people off, so that's how we 
came up with 'IC Globally,"' 
Orgullo Latino member sophomore 
Raul Tello said. 'The idea wasn't just 
to concentrate on what you normal-
ly sec with just minority evcnl<;, but 
instead to get everything that the 
campus has to offer." Through nearly 200 personal in-
terviews, the actors sat down to write 
the play as a group using actual peo-
ple from Laramie as the characters 
in a true-to-life drama. 
A!.sociate Professor and Diversity 
Awareness Committee Chairman 
Jeff Claus, teacher education, said 
1hc value of hearing Kaufman's sto-
ry is in the messages about the ef-
fects of homophobia. 
··I think the reality is that ho-
mophobia has some very deep en-
trenched roots in traditions that arc 
very dominant m this society," 
Claus said. "I think there arc 
many people in every community 
- and certainly IC is part of that 
- who would rationalize their dis-
comfort with the idea of homosex-
uality or their opposition to it in 
ways that we sec manifest in in-
stances like we sec on our campus." 
Claus noted the increasing 
number of homophobic bias-relat-
ed incidents that have been report-
ed m the past few semesters. 
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Because Kaufman told the story 
of a boy who was crucified for,his 
sexual orientation in a way that had 
never been done before, Claus said 
it allows people to hear Kaufman's 
message in words that have also nev-
er been constructed for that purpose. 
"It gives language and affirma-
tion lo those people who are 
working to address hc:,mophobia, 
and that's very important," Claus 
said. "It gives them tools and in-
spiration to do the work he's doing 
and do it in their own way." 
Kaufman directed the play for 
the first time in February at the Den-
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ver Center Theater, two and a half 
hours from Laramie. The play will 
open in New York City on May 18, 
after touring the country. 
Kaufman was the keynote 
speaker in a new celebration of di-
versity, called IC Globally. IC 
Globally featured five '!ights of 
events, including Kaufman's lecture 
sponsored by the DAC, a So.,1.1th 
American band, a presentation of 
different religions represented on 
campus, and a theater perfor-
mance last night featuring ex-
cerpts from "For Colored Girls 
Who Have Considered Suicide," 
Orgullo Latino is also sponsor-
ing an event Saturday in Egbert 
Hall. A live Latin music band will 
play from IO a.m. lo 2 p.m., with 
an admission charge of $2. Food 
will be served. 
Claus and Tello both said they 
hope lo continue the tradition of a 
week that celebrates all kinds of 
people and intcreSI!> cal:h year. 
~ 
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Summer Seaaions 2000 
Day and Evening Credi't Courses 
Session A ................. May 22 - June 26 
Session B ................. July 5 - August 8 
Session C ............... May 22 - August 8 
Call for a course schedule 
:315-445-4141 
www.lemoyne.edu • clinfo@maple.lemoyne.edu 
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'She Sa.ys' puts spotlight on women 
Talk program 
focuses on issues 
BY GREG FORD 
Assista11t Accellt Editor 
From the stage, it looks like any other talk 
show. A pair of chairs for the hosts rest at 
an angl~ from the guest couch, and a floral 
backdrop softens the image. This talk show 
is different than most, however, as a unify-
ing theme holds things together. 
"She Says," a half-hour discussion show 
focusing on women's topics, premiered 
Feb. 6 on ICTV and has been successful 
through its first ID-episode season. The last 
episode airs next week. This is the first ICTV 
show that deals solely with women topics. 
"The whole idea of the show is to edu-
cate, empower and celebrate women," said 
senior co-producer Veronica. 
Motl said she wanted to produce a show 
on ICTV that was different from all the oth-
ers and that focused on women's topics. 
Motl then wrote a proposal for "She Says" 
with specific guests and show ideas in mind. 
Motl showed the proposal to Eloise 
Greene, manager of television operations, 
who said she thought the show was, "A su-
per idea, providing more opportunities to in-
teract with members of the community, and 
to shine a light on interesting issues." 
LOGAN PRATHER/ THE ITHACAN 
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, senior co-producer Michelle Hall, junior director Robyn Mesher and senior co-producer Veronica Motl of 
"She Says," an ICTV discussion program focusing on women's topics. Guests have included song writers and athletic directors. 
With approval, Motl worked with co-pro-
ducer and senior Michelle Hall over Winter 
Break to develop ideas for the first season. 
"When we first started, we came up with 
more than enough show topics and ideas," 
Motl said. "From there, we saw events go-
ing on around campus and in the communi-
ty and planned our shows according to that." 
Although each show has a different focus, 
each episode contributes to the overall theme. 
"We have a different topic each week, but 
we tried to tie it into empowering women and 
to show them that these [guest] women are go-
ing out and overcoming barriers and being suc-
cessful," Hall said. "Hopefully, other women 
will sec that and recognize it in themselves." 
Guests on the show included members of 
BIGAYLA, a woman with breast cancer, Itha-
ca College women sports teams and nutri-
tionists. Although the show is primarily ed-
ucational, Hall said it books entertainers for 
variety. The last episode of the season will 
feature an interview with the Indigo Girls, 
conducted during a recent concert at Cornell 
University. Motl said the group loved the 
show when they heard about it and were re-
ceptive during the interview. 
Freshman Haviland Stillwell, who co-hosts 
"She Says" with senior Samantha Rugg, said 
the variety gives the show a unique feeling. 
ATTENTION ALL 
GRADUATING 
STUDENTS! 
IMPORTANT COMMENCEMENT 2000 
INFORMATION WAS RECENTLY 
MAILED TO YOU AT YOUR LOCAL 
ADDRESS. 
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING AND 
YOUR LOCAL ADDRESS IS NOT Ot4 
FILE WITH THE REGISTRAR, YOU 
MIGHT NOT RECEIVE THIS MAILING. 
IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED 
COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION IN 
THE MAIL, PLEASE PICK UP YOUR 
PACKET AT THE REGISTRAR'S 
OFFICE. 
YOUR PARENTS WERE ALSO SENT 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
COMMENCEMENT. IF THEY DID NOT 
RECEIVE THE MAILING, EXTRA 
COPIES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. 
"We have so many different people corn-
ing on: athletes, performers, doctors," she said. 
"It is not just a performance show or a polit-
ical show, and that makes it a learning expe-
rience for me and, I hope, for other people." 
An interesting aspect of the show is that 
no men arc on the cast or crew. Hall said this 
was not planned, it just happened that way. 
"We are not discriminating about men, be-
cause we do have men that help out on our 
show, such as with lighting," she said. "We 
would have men on our crew if they applied, 
but none applied." 
Although Stillwell is a feminist, and the 
show is called "She Says," she said the pur-
pose of the show is not to be negative toward 
men. 
"The point of feminism is equality," Still-
This Inn Is set on 70 acres of picturesque rolllng 
hllls near Cayuga Lake. Each of the Inn's 35 rooms 
Is reminiscent of the dellghtfUI country hotels of 
Europe and has a subtle ambiance that results 
from the perfect blend of old-world charm and 
contemporary comfort. Equally Ideal for business 
or pleasure travelers, the Inn can accommodate 
125 banquet guests. It also offers 2 romantic Tower 
rooms. 
well said. "It\ not saying we hate men, but 
It is about celebrating women becaw,e they 
are so powerful and equal to men." 
Stillwell said all the feedback the show 
has received from faculty, students and view-
ers has been positive. 
"Based by responses of people on cam-
pus, a lot of people have gotten a lot out of 
the show," she said. "It is a good feeling to 
be a part of something like this." 
Greene also enjoyed the show. 
"The producers and 'She Says' staff have 
provided a quality, weekly production we 
could count on to inform and entertain," 
Greene said. "I look forward to the series con-
tinuing this fall." 
"She Says" airs on Sunday, Tuesday and 
Thursday nights at 7 p.m. on ICTV 16. 
La Tourelle Country Inn 
1150 Danby Road • Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607) 273-2734 
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Staff Writer 
Where's the 
beat,man? 
"Do you like American 
music?" Violent Femmes singer 
Gordon Gano asks the sell-out 
audience at London's 
Hammersmith Palais. 
"We like American musu.: 
best!" the crowd responds. 
Do they? 
The music scene here in 
London ha~ had me stupefied 
ever since I arrived on this side 
of the Atlantic. Every time I 
think I've figured it out, 
something happens that makes 
me realize I haven't even begun 
to understand the English 
eccentricities. 
Before I came here, I 
expected that techno and 
clcctronica music would 
become my soundtrack. Radio 
stations here play much more 
beat-oriented, hip-hop-less 
music than stations at home, 
and Norman Cook (a.k.a. 
Fatboy Slim) is as big a 
celebrity here as Madonna. 
Songs like Artful Dodger's 
garage hit "Re-rewind when the 
crowd say Bo Selecta," a song 
with probably the lamest title in 
the history of music. is as 
massive as singles get, and 1s 
also as catchy. When songs like 
this come in a club, crowds go 
nuts. People at clubs here dance 
like maniacs, with no 
hurnihalioQ about looking lame. 
They just let loose. 
So, when I went to Los 
Angeles hipster Beck's ;,old-out 
;,how at the massive Wembley 
Arena a few weeks ago. I 
thought the man who recorded 
Rolling Stone's "Party Record 
of the Decade" would be able to 
convince people to kick out the 
pms and shake their bulls. 
ln;,tead, I was faced w11h the 
mo;,t sedate crowd I' vc ever 
seen al an arena show. ·n1c 
audience looked like they were 
watchmg Sarah McLaughlin 
depress them wllh another 
ballad all night. instead of 
,ecing one of rock's grcatc;,t 
showmen gyraung on a bed 
while howling "'I wanna get 
with you and your sister 
Deborah." The woman next 10 
rm: looked at me funny and 
c\'en asked me lo stop moving 
around so much. 
When Beck played '"Lo;.er" 
and ··Where It's At," the crowd 
didn't react, promptmg hun to 
ask, "Did you expect me to 
come out here riding on a 
blimp?" They didn't smirk. 
Last week I saw a French 
funk band called Les Negresses 
Vcrtcs that had an entire club of 
people on their feet, dancmg 
and singing along for two hours. 
Content, I left the venue even 
more perplexed. 
A French couple started 
talkmg lo me a, I wa'> leaving 
the club. "Did you like that?" 
they inquired. "Dctimtcly," I 
replied. "But I like American 
music best. Baaaybccc." 
They looked at me funny. I 
wonder if they were at the Beck 
show 100. 
Junior Jeff Miller is in London 
during the spring semester. 
~Jlc1 
Joni no phony at love 
Ifwe lived in a normal town, when you read this review you could look outside, admire shiny spring weather and imagine your 
most perfect lover waiting for you outside. 
However, we live jn Ithaca, and here there are 
no April showers to bring May flowers; and 
the sharp cold air outside ha~ frozen whatev-
er love could be in the air. 
So what arc you lucky people who arc in 
a relationship to do? How about going for 
something nice and easy and very romantic. 
A beautiful moment cuddling with your 
loved one listening to the most romantic al-
bum I have heard in years. 
Yes, Joni Mitchell has a huge romantic 
side to her, and in this album she makes sure 
the public hears it. I have never been a fan 
of Mitchell; the fact that my mom listens to 
her has always turned me off to her. But I 
would have never thought that this 
folk/pop-rock legend and four-time Grammy 
winner would release such a beautiful album. 
"Both Sides Now" has definitely captured my 
attention. 
In her 20th album, Joni Mitchcll lo0ks back 
and revisits classic love songs like "Stormy 
Weather," "Answer Me, My Love," "You're 
My Thrill" and "I Wish I Were In Love Again." 
Along the way, she also re-recorded two 
nuggets from her own oeuvre: "A Case of You" 
and the title track. 
Together, the 12 songs form a merger that 
moves easily and places the listener in the mid-
dle of a timeless talc of modem love. Even a 
passer-by would sec the importance of poet-
ry in this album by just reading the song ti-
tles that at times seem to be placed strategi-
cally to form a poem. 
But her love song selection or placement 
is not wha\ keeps the listener's attention -
that i;, captured by the strong union formed 
(justavo <Rjvas 
.. 
Staff Writer 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Joni Mitchell 
"Both Sides 
Now'' 
Tho Ithacan rates elbums 1rom 
1 (worst) lo 4 (best) 
by the combination of Mitchell's emotion-
ally rich vocals and the musically rich or-
chestral maneuvers of the 71-piecc London 
Symphony Orchestra. Together these music 
mobiles have created some of the most emo-
tional jazz pieces in current music since 
Meshell N'degeocello released her last CD, 
"Bitter." 
This is especially the case in the first song 
- "You're My Thrill." The song starts with a 
strong combination of bass guitar, violin and 
woodwinds that if her listeners were to close 
their eyes, they would immediately find 
themselves in the middle of a gloomy jazz cafe 
with a band playing up front. 
Or the listeners can find themselves at a pub 
drinking and singing, "it's all over now, you 
don't have to tell me ... You've forgotten the 
words 'I love you' and the memories we shared 
. . . no need to tell me, I know we're 
through," the aching words of "You've 
Changed." 
Nevertheless, the listener does not have to 
place himself in another location. Mitchell 
and her co-producer Larry Klein made sure 
that the listeners could enjoy the album at 
~~r~ 
'Rules' is unengaging 
To ~ummarizc, the rules of engagement for the U.S. Marine Corps arc as follows: (A) You must warn those that threaten you of 
your impending allack, i.e. fire warning shots; 
(B) Deadly force is your last resort; (C) Evac-
uate all civilians before you auack. 
Hashback - Vietnam, 1968. Marine Hayes 
Hodge~· (Tommy Lee Jones) platoon is am-
bushed hy Vietnamese soldiers and fellow Ma-
rine Terry Childers (Samuel Jackson)comes to 
his rescue. 
Twenty-eight years later, Hodges, now a 
colonel and a self-deemed poor marine litigator. 
1s ~ct to retire. Meanwhile, Col. Childers is sav-
111g U.S. Arnba;,sador Moura111 (Ben Kingsley) 
from Yemen protcstors in the Middle East. Be-
lieving these protestors have weapons, Childers 
orders hi!-, troops to open fire. When news get!-, 
back to Washington that 83 civilians arc dead, 
Childers becomes the fall guy for the United 
States. Refusing court-appointed lawyers, 
Childers wants Hodges to come out of retirement 
111 order to defend him, thus returning the favor 
from Vietnam. 
"Rules of Engagement'' starts off with a rush 
- a bloody and viscious battle scene places 
us deep in the Jungles of Vietnam. Explosions 
of grenades and machine gun!-, rupture 
throughout the harsh terrain, while sunlight 
seeps pa,;t the hangmg branches. The only prob-
lem 1s that it 1s all too familiar. 
Attempting to imiLate the rocky camera 
movements while giving us a first-hand 
dosage of splattering blood and guts docs not 
even come close to the breath-taking opening 
sequence from "Saving Private Ryan." 
Another issue with this flashback is that 
Hodges and Childers arc supposed to be in their 
early 20s. Why they are shown in dose-ups, 
which reveal their facial wrinkles, remains a 
Josli. Jacobs 
Staff Writer 
MOVIE REVIEW 
"Rules of 
Engagement" 
Directed by: William 
Friedkin 
Starring: Tommy Lee 
Jones, Samuel L. Jackson 
The Ithacan rates movies from 
1 (worst) to 4 (best) 
mystery. Cleverly, Jackson sports a bandana to 
hide his greying hair, and Jones dons a buck-
et camoflaugc hat to cover up his forehead 
creases. However, when we return to the pre-
sent day. the two men look exactly the same. 
Coming from director William Friedkin, the 
man who helmed such masterpieces a,; 'The Ex-
orcist" and 'The French Connection," you would 
expect "Rules of Engagement" to be a high-cal-
iber product. What results though, is a poorly ex-
ecuted talc of a wrongly-accused war hero. 
The use of two cinematographers surely must 
have caused some debate.which in turn puzzled 
the editor, whose mixing and matching is an ob-
vious faux paux, not to mention their lack of 
close-ups to convey the characters' emotions. 
Speaking of emotions, Jones is as stiff as a 
frozen corpse. On his investigations to uncover 
the truth of the case, he breezes through his lines 
with a somber tone and sad eyes, like a wound-
ed dog in search of a meal, while Samuel L. Jack-
son must have been feeling a little deja vu from 
a near-duplicate roll in "A Time To Kill." Guy 
Pearce is somewhat amusing, however, as a by-
the-books Marine prosecutor. 
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"High Fidelity" 
Soundtrack 
*~~~ 
BY D.J. REITER 
Staff Writer ______ _ 
With boy bands and teen sensations 
ruling the pop charts, an album like the 
soundtrack to "High Fidelity," which 
features key music from the film, could 
easily slip through the cracks. If you 
are looking for anything teeny-bopper-
esque, avert your ears; what you will 
find contained is some of the more 
beautiful lyrics written over the last four 
decades. While the regular listener 
may not appreciate this soundtrack as 
much as a music-phile, this is 
unequivocally a terrific album. 
There are several gems on the 
soundtrack including Bob Dylan's 
gorgeous "Most of the lime," Love's 
"Always see Your Facen and Elvis 
Costello & the Attractions' "Shipbuilding." 
Among the younger artists, John 
Wesley Harding, with the Elvis 
Costello-like "I'm Wrong About 
Everything," and Royal Trux, who 
contribute the aggressive rock-meets-
hip-hop-meets-techno "Inside Game," 
are of note. 
While many soundtracks contain 
songs "inspired" by the movie, that 
ultimately deteriorate the quality of the 
soundtrack, High Fidelity did not make 
that mistake when it selected its cuts, 
and there is eclecticism and beautiful 
lyrics seeping out from every track. 
home. 
"Both Sides Now" is an amazing album 
made up of breathtaking songs that could get 
the coldest days of Ithaca warm, and your ro-
mantic evenings nice and snugly. If nothing 
else, one of you will be reciting the lyrics of 
"Sometimes I'm Happy" which say, "I never 
mind the rain from the sky, just as the long as 
I have the sun in your eye." 
"Wonder Boys" 
**** BY JOSH JACOBS Staff Writer ·-------·····-------
"Wonder Boys" is Curtis Hanson's 
wickedly amusing follow-up to his 1997 
Oscar-nominated film "L.A. 
Confidential." It portrays the bizarre life 
of Grady Tripp (Michael Douglas), a 
college writing professor and one-time 
best-selling novelist:--Grady's mundane 
existence suddenly acquires new 
meaning when he befriends James 
(Tobey Maguire), a reticent student. 
Discovering James' ingenious writing 
talent, avoiding his quirky agent (Robert 
Downey Jr.), sleeping with the college 
president's wife and aiding in her dog's 
murder are just small tastes of the 
bittersweet rollercoaster ride that 
incorporates Grady's experiences. 
Hanson's depiction of the rainy 
atmosphere of Pittsburgh adds a 
masterful depth to the structure and 
narrative of the story. The bleakness of it 
plays right off of Grady's lack of 
contempt for anything that happens 
around him. The almost-trippy scenes 
are a parallel to the fair share of. 
marijuana smoked by Grady and James. 
Michael Douglas was born to play 
this role and without going over the top, 
Douglas carries an enlightening story to 
a wonderful crescendo of perfection. 
"Rules of Engagement" is a long, overly-
dramatic story which Lakes too long to reach 
its climax. The story tries to make Childers' san-
ity questionable, but to the viewer, it is obvi-
ous that he knew what he was doing when he 
gave out the order. The bonding between 
Childers and Hodges seems artificial - here 
we have two great actors wasting their talents 
on trashy dialogue and a pointless and redun-
dant script that should never have been engaged 
from the start. 
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Guster rocks Rochester 
BY CRAIG BENDER 
Staff Writer 
It was a rainy Friday night in 
Rochester, and a large crowd was 
lined up around the block outside 
Water Street Music Hall to sec the 
great acoustic trio known as Guster. 
Almost an hour before show 
time, a man came out and placed 
huge 'sold out' signs throughout the 
line and many disappointed fans · 
walked away. Water Street Music 
Hall is an enormous warehouse that 
was converted into a nightclub/ 
bar. The main floor and the balcony 
that overlooks the stage were al-
ready packed tight with a crowd 
ranging in age from teens to 20s 
anxiously awaiting Guster's per-
formance. 
Guster is an acoustic rock band 
from Somerville, Mass. The band 
started out as Gus and played local 
gigs around Boston (they went to 
Tufts), arid now they are starting to 
make their way up the charts. 
Guster's swiftly growing popu-
larity is due to the entertaining and 
energetic shows they give on their 
long tours.1llc band consists of two 
acoustic guitarists, Ryan Miller 
and Adam Gardner, as well as the 
legendary congaro, Brian "The 
Thundergod" Rosenworcel. 
Rosenworcel plays a drum set 
made up of congas, bongos, other 
acoustic drums and cymbals. The 
remarkable thing about Rosen-
worcel is that he flails his huge anns 
around like a wild monkey and 
plays almost every song using just 
his bare hands. 
The band entered to the music 
of Michael Jackson's "Billy 
Jean." But instead of Miller, a fat 
bearded man stood in his place. 
Miller came out 10 seconds later 
Ithaca College to host 
benefit 5K road race 
A 5K road race, "Running for a 
Wish," will be held at Ithaca College 
on Saturday to raise money for the 
Make-1\;-Wish Foundation of Central 
New York. The race is sponsored by 
the Ithaca College Community Ser-
vice Network and the Student Wish 
Makers of Cornell University. 
Those wishing to help raise 
money can solicit donations 
through pledge fonns and run in the 
race, or pay a $15 registration fee 
and run. Registration begins at noon 
and the first 50 participants will re-
ceive a T-shirt. The race begins at 
2 p.m. at Butterfield Stadium and 
will travel throughout the campus. 
Pledge fonns are available at the in-
formation desk in the Campus 
Center and at the front desk of the 
Fitness Center. 
Make-A-Wish Foundation raises 
funds to fulfill special wishes of chil-
dren with life-threatening illnesses. 
Honored photographer 
presents lecture tonight 
Arnold Newman, acclaimed as 
one of the most influential photog-
raphers of the 20th century, will pre-
sent a lecture, "Explorer of 
Light," at 7:30 p.m. in Park Audi-
torium tonight. 
Newman has photographed 
many of the most prominent and in-
fluential figures of the post World 
War II era. He is known as the orig-
inator of the environmental portrait, 
which is taking photos of the sub-
COURTESY OF PAUL CHAPLIN (WWW BANDJOE.COM) 
GUSTER BAND MEMBERS include Adam Gardner(left), Brian Rosenworcel(right) and Ryan 
Mlller(drummer). Kurt Uenala of My Favorite Relative jams with Guster on the upright bass. 
and read an e-mail they received original band Gus. but we Just kept saying wan till we 
from a fan named Jacki Radell. "I Custer wasn't the only guest of get to Rochester. Now here's a 
had a nightmare Ryan looked like the evening. Sarah, who played up- power ballad for you, so get out 
a fat greasy truck driver and the right bass with the opening band your lighters." Then they played an 
band sounded bad," Radell wrote. Josh Rouse, came out to play emotional- driven version of "Ei-
"Then the real Ryan came out and amazing mandolin solos during the ther Way." 
so began the greatest Guster show song "Demons." No Guster show would be 
of all time." Just then, Rosenwor- The band's rendition of their complete without a great cover and 
eel started beating the congos and new single "Fa Fa" featured two they didn't let down the audience. 
the band played "Center of Allen- young teens on sax and flute who The show ended with a beautiful 
tion" from their new album, "Lost played with Guster last time they cover of the Mamas and the Papas 
and Gone Forever." They played al- were in Rochester. These kids song "California Dreaming" 
most every track from "Lost and were decked out in Guster attire which seemed very appropriate due 
Gone Forever" but an occasional and the crowd loved it. They to the dreary, winter-like weather. 
changed lyric, solos and their fun played solos in the middle of the After the show Gardner (wear-
style made every song worth see- song and they jammed with the ing a Conan O'Brien T-shirt) and 
ing live. band at the end. The crowd, Miller greeted fans and signed au-
They also played some old fa- which included a lot of high tographs on anything from 
vorites from their first two albums school girls, went crazy for these posters to water bottles and ticket 
"Parachute" and "Goldfly" like two kids. stubs. 
"The Airport Song," "X-ray "We spent the last few weeks When asked about the T-shirt, 
Eyes" ~nd "Parachute." The song touring the Midwest and a lot of the Gardner said, "I haven't had time 
"Parachute" featured Andy Custer shows were sporadically attended," to do laundry so I started wearing 
who was the bass player in their Miller said. "We were lackluster, the free stuff we get on the road." 
ArG:ent 
· E>r1ers 
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COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
A PHOTOGRAPH OF DR. SUESS (Ted Geisel) is a work of acclaimed 
photographer Arnold Newman, who is giving a lecture tonight. 
ject in their natural setting instead 
of in a studio. He has captured im-
ages of such people as Pablo Pi-
casso and Igor Stravinsky. 
Newman's work is included in 
the collections of the Museum of 
Modern Art and Metropoluan 
Museum of Art in New York City, 
London's National Portrait 
Gallery and the Israel Museum in 
Jerusalem. He has been awarded 
lifetime achievement awards from 
the American Society of Magazine 
Photographers and Photographic 
Administrators Inc., among others. 
The lecture is sponsored by 
Canon U.S.A. and the Department 
of Cinema and Photography in the 
Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations. The event 1s free and 
open to the public. 
Poet, former faculty, 
to give public reading 
Poel Dick Lourie, a former fac-
ulty member at Ithaca College and 
a founder of the Ithaca Communi-
ty Poets, will give a puhhc reading 
and performance on Monday al 
7:30 p.m. in th~ McDonald 
Lounge, Egbert Hall 
The performance will celebrate 
111s newly rclea!:>ed poetry CD 
recording, .. Ghost Radio Blues," 
which features Lourie reading his 
poems and playmg the saxophone 
and an assortment of mu!:>1cian!:> 
form Bmton and Miss1s!:>1pp1. 
"'Ghost Radio Blues" includes a 
version of Lourie's poem ··Forgiv-
ing Our Fathers," which was 
played during the ch max of the film 
"Smoke Signals." 
Lounc will abo he performing 
at The Bookery at the corner of 
Cayuga and Seneca Streets on 
Sunday at 2 p.m. A hook signing 
will follow. 
Lourie taught at the college from 
1961 to 1963 and from 1977 to 
1978. His perfonnance is !:>ponsored 
by the Writing Department. 
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The following 1s vahd for 
Friday through Thursday, 
Apnl 20. 
Hoyts Ithaca 1 O Cinemas 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
28 Days - 12:40 p.m, 
3:40 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:50 
p.m. and Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday at 12: 15 a.m. 
Keeping the Faith- 12 30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:40 p.m , 
9:35 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 
12:10 a.m. 
Rules of Engagement -
12:15 p.m., 3:15 p.m., 3:45 
p.m., 6:35 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 
1 0 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 
12:05 a.m. 
Ready to Rumble - 11 :40 
a.m., 2 p.m., 4:20 p.m., 7:05 
p.m .• 9:20 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 
11:30 p.m. 
The Road to El Dorado -
11 :30 a.m., noon, 1 :45 p.m., 
2: 15 p.m., 4 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 
6:45 p.m, 9 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 11 
p.m. 
High Fidelity - 12:25 
p.m., 3:50 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 
9:40 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 
midnight. 
The Skulls-12:20 p.m., 
3:20 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:55 
p.m. and Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday at 12:20 a.m. 
Romeo Must Die - 6:55 
p.m., 9:45 p.m. and Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday at 
12:10 a.m. 
Erin Brockovich ~ 12:05 
p.m., 12:35 p.m., 3 p.m., 
6:30 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
and Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday at 11 :55 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 4 Cinemas 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Where the Money is - · 
12:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:30 
p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
American Psycho - 12:45 
p.m., 3:45 p.m., 6:50 p.m. 
and 9:20 p.m. 
Return to Me- 12:15 
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 6:40 p.m. 
and 9: 10 p.m. 
American Beauty- noon, 
3 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Cinemapolis 
277-6115 
Rear Window- 7 p.m. 
and Saturday and Sunday 
matinees at 2 p.m. 
Titus - 9 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 4 p.m. 
Black and White - 7.15 
p.m. and 9:35 p m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2: 15 and 4:35 p.m 
Fall Creek 
272-1256 
Topsy-Turvy- 7 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2 p.m. 
Wonder Boys - 9.45 p m. 
and Saturday and Sunday 
matinees at 4:45 p.m. 
The Cup - 7: 15 p m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2:15 p.m. 
Boys Don't Cry- 9.35 
p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 4:35 
p.m. 
Cider House Rules - 7:15 
p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 2: 15 
p.m. 
---
.... 
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House of Shalimar 
142 The Commons 
Ithaca NV 14850 
273.7939 • open everyday 
Midnight Madness2 
Coming Soon! 
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 2000 
Celebration of Servi Ce 
You can't spell service without IC! 
book drives 
a room at 4H Acres painted 
SPCA drives 
reading sessions to children 
baby afghans, with matching hats & booties crocheted 
community service display 
musical performances at schools and nursing homes 
clothing drives 
food drives 
wildlife perennial/shrub garden planted at Longview 
children's toy/book collection for Family & Children's Services 
South Hill fence painted 
soup kitchen volunteers 
a mural painted 
supply collection for Hospicare 
a storage space cleaned/organized 
middle school classes advised on career choices 
Electrical Education classes 
fundraiser for Project Angel Food (L.A. Program) 
eyeglass drive 
bags of debris removed from clean-up projects 
dance benefit for Fall Creek Community Playground 
virtual tour of Smithsonian Institute 
natural habitats designed/created 
Catholic Charities office painted/cleaned a pen pal program established 
Community Service Auction (IC London Center) 
letter writing campaign 
playgrounds restored to order ~ 
child care center cleaned ¥-./ 
car wash Safe Families information packets assembled 
posters hung for S?fe Families event Community Service bulletin boards 
"Hands on D.C." work-a-thon (D.C. area alumni) 
spring outdoor clean-up projects and much, much more!!! 
THANK YOU to all participants of Ithaca College's 
Celebration of Service 
Rel1calln1 to 
II N.Y.7 
Btsy career? 
NI T11e? 
CllYSTART Eases lbe Traasllloo 
We m your pm. assi; help you movr in; m tel &: 
able sen; Sllpenut- from oorp lo penn apt; 
purch basics for kit, balh, linens; wait for furn dd. 
AFFORDABLE - GREAT GRAD GIF/' 
cmSTART soo-101-1199 
BONDID•ISSURF.D 
Lifetin1e 
Achievement 
Award 
Fred 
Seither 
A fou:-~£ athlete at 
March 24, 2000 
Don't just hit the beach, hit the books this summer and you'll be on your way to 
an easier full semester, an early graduation, or a head start on your graduate degree! 
Enroll in one or !>oth of Pace University's swnrner sessions. Undergraduate 
courses are available in the Ans, Business, Computer Science, Education, Information 
Systems, Liberal Ans, Nursing and Sciences: Graduate courses are available in Business, 
Computer Science, Counseling, Education, Environmental Science, Information Systems, 
Nursing, Public Administration, Publishing and Telecommunications. 
And six-week sessions allow fur plenty of swnmertime living. 
leat7z 
live 
Summer session srudents enrolled in at least 6 credits may live on either the New York City 
(downtown) or Pleasantville campuses for only $76 a week. Amazing when you consider all 
you'll be close to ... the South Street Seaport, Greenwich Village, Little Italy, Chinatown and 
Central Park. Not the city type? Then consider our Pleasannille campus, where you'll find 
swimming, jogging and tennis fucilities. 
Don't procrastinate! Spaces are filling up quickly. 
Register today in order to make the most of your summer. 
For more information, call (212) 346-1927 or (914) 773-3700, 
ext. 2790, visit us at www.pace.edu or 
e-mail infoctr@pace.edu (include ext. 2790 in your e-mail). 
SUMMER SESSION 1 BEGINS MAY 30, 2000 
SUMMER SESSION 2 BEGINS JULY 10, 2000 
• 1,·e gz~rt et· 
PAEE 
UNIVERSITY 
Ithaca High School, and 
current Athletic Hall of 
Fame member at Ithaca 
College, Fred went on to 
become one of the most 
noted coaches and athletic 
directors in New York 
state, serving most of his 
career"in Saugerties, N .Y. 
Now in retirement, he is 
an active participant in 
Ithaca College programs, 
serving on the selection 
committee for the Athletic 
Hall ofFame and the 
boosters, among others. 
,,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
The Alumni Association will 
honor him with this mmrd at 
Reunion, .June/-./, 2()(}(}_ 
Ithaca College 
Alumni Association 
Please send me a Pace summer class schedule 
~ame : _______________ SS#(optional): ______ _ 
College currently arrendmg : _____________________ _ 
Address: __________________________ _ 
City/state/zip: ________________________ _ 
Phone number: ___________ E-mail address: 
---------
Arca of interest:-::---:---:-:----------------------
Location: 0 New York City Downtown Campus O Pleasantville Campus 
0 New York City Midtown Campus O White Plains Graduate Center 
0 Graduate programs O Undergraduate programs 
0 I'm interested in living on campus 
Mail coupon to: Pace Univeni~ Admission Information Center 
l Pace Plaza, New York, NY 10038 
Or facsimile to: 212-346-1821 ' 
---- - ------------------ -------------------------------------
2790 
' 
' 
' 
' 
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 2000 
protect your 
on 
ft'sas~as ... 
CALCIUM: Three glasses of milk daily 
Dv1TAMIN: 200-400 m vitamin daily 
EXERCISE, WEIGHT-BEARING: 
30 minutes, most days of the week 
(walking, jogging. aerobics. weight training. etc.) 
Par ...... ~ oa osteoporosis 
prevention. ca11 ........ ~ 
484 8868 or 1-800 484 8688 
Learning takes no vacation, 
but we won't stop yours 
Check out Summerterm 
at the UnivePijty of Hartford 
Shado._,,,i; ,~ ',,',-
~.,,.wedge 
U' Earn three{~:dits:,~~~:hree weeks 
U' Small class sizes 
U' Over 400 courses and programs open to 
students from all colleges and universities 
U Day, weekend, and evening classes 
to fit your schedule 
call today 
800-234-4412 
register online 
www.hartford.edu 
First session begins week of May 15 
Second session begins week of July 1 O 
University ojHartford 
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What 
was this 
woman 
up to 
last 
Friday? 
Turn to the 
news section 
to find out. 
Do you have the sniffles, watery 
eyes and itchy throat? 
Then come to the Hammond 
Health Center for relief. 
d g,\/e us a C ff\e an ?'~' we'\\ be \/,s,t- he\p you. 
haPP'i to 
The Health Center also offers ... 
• Primary Care • Infirmary Care 
• Medication Room • X-Ray 
• Allergy Injections • Med-I-Car 
• Laboratory Monitoring • Referral Services 
• Outreach 
For Appointments or More 
Information 
Call 27 4-3177 
--~ ~ 
Check out more comics 
Read local cartoonist 
Eddie Domaingue's "IC" 
on the Classified page. ·-1·--. . 
. ,",,) ~ 
DILBERT B\ SCOI I ADA\\S 
REMEMBER THE 
TIME YOU WENT 
SKYDIVING? 
DID I EVER TELL 
YOU ABOUT THE 
TIME I WENT 
5KYDIVING? 
TAKE THI5 TO 
THE TECHNOLOGY 
BUDDHA FOR 
ENLIGHT-
ENMENT. 
TECHNOLOGY BUDDHA 
HOW DID YOU 
BECOl"\E 50 
ENLIGHTENED? 
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0 
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YOU WILL. I'M 
PLANTING FALSE 
MEMORIES IN 
YOUR SUB-
CONSCIOUS. 
THAT SOUNDS 
LIKE A FALSE 
MEMORY PLANTED 
BY DOGBERT. 
I JU5T EAT 
A LOT AND 
TELL PEOPLE 
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C 
IT BUT YOU 
WON'T BELIEVE 
WORK . YOU WENT 
TO COLLEGE, 
RIGHT? 
~ 
MY PARACHUTE 
DIDN'T OPEN. 
LUCKILY, I LANDED 
ON A TRAMPOLINE 
AND BOUNCED BACK 
INTO THE 
PLANE. 
WHOSE SHOE 
DID YOU 
SCRAPE THIS 
OFF OF? 
r-~=~~===~:-ier-~===~===-~ur-:=~~====~~ 
8 IF YOU GET AN = I'D QUIT THIS JOB, 
BUT NEXT YEAR I'll 
GET AN EXTRA WEEK 
OF VACATION. 
CATBER.T· EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR 
I EXTRA WEEK FOR ] 
~ . .., 
~ EVERY TEN YEARS ;. 
.., <J) 
~ OF SER VICE. .. 
u 
~ 
u 
= 
- • WOULD YOU WORK 
HARDER IF WE 
50 YOU ADl"\IT 
YOU'RE NOT ~ 
:;; 
;. 
"' .,
LAS TL y I ARE 
YOU STILL 
BEATING UP 
CUSTOMERS? OFFERED STOCK 
-- ' 
~ 
::. 
; 
c 
::, 
0 
0 
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0 
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0 
c====;;::1-.;;-IJ:::;:;-::~~ 
... ~__;...,_ _______ -;= ___ ..,.I,_..::::::~----1 
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RUBES BY I EICH RL 1BIN 
RUBES• By Leigh Rubin 
fie lfl i'= 
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By Leigh Rubin 
"I've been stuck here all day with the 
kids. The least you could do Is to 
swoop down and pick us up some 
dinner on the way home!'' 
By Leigh Rubin 
To place a classified 
Please contact Maria 
Stavropoulos,. classified 
manager, at 27 4-1618. 
........ d 
. , ' .· 
Thursday 
April I 3. 2000 
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En1ploy111ent is hiring wait staff and kitchen staff. Hard working, team-oriented 
people needed for upscale 
company. 273-0034 10 a.m.-12. 
IC BY EDDIE DOMAINGUE 
If you are looking to make a differ-
ence in the lives of some very 
special children and families this 
summer then Camp Good Days 
needs you! Positions are currently 
available for Summer Staff and 
Volunteers. For more information 
or applications, Please call Camp 
Good Days, 800-785-2135. 
Have your own explosive Internet 
business in your spare time! Part-
time reps needed. Affor~able to all! 
www.fortunemaker.neVcgi/in.cgi?i 
d=8235 bmoade@yahoo.com. 
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING 
Classes start soon 
Student discounts 
1-800-U-CAN-MIX 
www.universitybartending.com 
Spaces Limited. 
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW 
YORK Co-ed Trim-down Fitness 
Camp. Hike & play in the Catskill 
Mountains, yet only 2 hrs from N. Y. 
City. Have a great summer. Make 
a difference in kid's lives! Good 
salary, internship credits & free 
Rm./Bd. All Sports, Water Skiing, 
Canoeing, Ropes, Lifeguards, 
Crafts, Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition 
& Counselors, Kitchen, Office, & 
Night Watchman. 120 positions. 
Camp Shane (914) 271-4141 
Web: www.campshane.com. 
Camp Counselors: Jewish 
Community Center of Greater 
Rochester - Camp Seneca Lake 
is seeking male and female 
counselors who love working with 
kids. Must be at least a college 
freshman available June 21 - Aug. 
20. Lifeguard certification a plus! 
Salary plus room and board. 
Contact Renee at 716-461-2000 
x263 for information/application. 
Camp Positions: Hiking, ropes 
course, nature, pool and waterski 
specialists sought for overnight 
camp in the Finger Lakes. These 
senior positions are for experienced 
applicants 21 +. Salaries $1,800-
2,800 plus room and board from 
June 17 to August 20. Contact 
Renee at 716-461-2000 x263 for 
information/application. 
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN 
MAINEI Play Sports- Have Fun-
Make $$ CAMP COBBOSSEE-
pronounced: KAH'BUH-SEE 
Positions available in: ALL TEAM & 
INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, ALL 
WATER SPORTS, PLUS: Camping 
& Hiking, Ropes & Rock Climbing, 
Ice Hockey, SCUBA, Archery, Arts 
& Crafts, Martial Arts. Top Salaries, 
Excellent Facilities, FREE ROOM 
& BORARD, LAUNDRY. Travel 
Allowance. INTERVIEWS ON 
CAMPUS-APRIL 111 Please 
contact the Placement & Career 
Services office to arrange for an 
interview. Visit our Web site now: 
www.campcobbossee.com ON 
LINE APPLICATION. 
Do you enjoy a challenge? Did 
you score exceptionally well on 
your SATs, GREs, MCATs, 
GMATs, or LSATs? The Princeton 
Review is looking for teachers in 
the Ithaca area. E-mail your 
resume to: susann@review.com 
or send it to: The Princeton 
Review 4498 Main St. Suite #2 
Snyder, NY 14226. 
Staying for the summer? Need 
some money? Creative Catering 
COUNSELORS/SUMMER 
Excellent training working with 
developmentally disabled adults 
and children. Salary, room & board 
at a coed summer camp in Catskill 
Mins at Hunter, NY. June 17-
August 19. You may earn credits 
towards your degree. Needs: 
MALE/FEMALE COUNSELORS, 
ACTIVITY COUNSELORS 
(CERAMICS, MUSIC, NATURE 
CRAFT, FABRIC ARTS, ATHLET-
ICS, RECREATION), W.S.I LIFE-_ 
GUARD & KITCHEN. CAMP 
LOYALTOWN For info. 516-293-
2016 ext 611 FAX 516-719-8100 
E-Mail camp@ahrc.org Visit our 
web site: www.ahrc.org/camp.htm 
Travel 
Be Flexible ... Save $$$ Europe 
$169 (o/w + taxes) Cheap fares 
worldwide!! Mexico/Caribbean 
$199 (r/t + taxes) Call: 800-326-
2009. www.4cheapair.com. 
Mexico/Caribbean or Central 
America $229 r.t. Europe $169 
o.w. Other world wide 
destinations cheap. ONLY 
TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE 
CHEAPER! Book tickets onllne 
www.alrtech.com or 
(212) 219-7000. 
For Rent 
For Rent 3 bedroom apartment 
new carpet, new paint, free laun-
dry - parking. No smoking- quiet. 
$275+ Call 275-9663 
3 bedroom house/ apt, great loca-
tion, furnished, laundry, parking, 
272-3832. 
Room available at nice 6 bedroom 
house 10 minutes from campus. 
$300+ Washer and dryer. 3 
housemates + 1 cat. Fall and/or 
spring 2000/2001. Call Maureen 
at 256-9220. 
Available 2000-2001 school year 
2 bedrooms furnished eat in 
kitchen private porch 
washer/dryer. Close to Commons 
272-2696 
Charles Street Townhouses 
Furnished three bedrooms close 
to campus Porches & private 
patios Washer/dryer, parking, 
trash removal Lots of storage 
C.S.P. Management 277-6961 
www.ithaca-rent.com 
Spacious downtown living! 
Large Bedrooms 2 baths 
Furnished 
4 people- $295.00 each 
5 people-$275.00 each 
6 people- $265 each 
C.S.P. Management 
t-tEy, you'Rt 
i!.EN FOLDS FIVE, 
MY c::;rRLFRIEND 
LOVES YDLA. 
c;LA.ys. 
'PANT!! PANT I! 
YOIA.HAYETO 
HELP IA.5, 
WE'RE "gEN 
277-6961 
www.ithaca-rent.com 
Graduation Weekend Rental-
Charming 1 bedroom apartment. 
Sleeps up to 5, 1 O miles west of 
IC. $400- 607-272-4110 
Graduation weekend home for 
rent furnished, 3 double beds, 
sunny deck, + kitchen. 10 minutes 
to IC. Call CBsB+B 277-1620 
Furnished apartment near IC & 
Commons Large 3 or 4 bedroom 
parking on site heat included. 
Available June 15. Call 272-9361 
2 & 3 Bedrooms APTS 1 mile to 
IC, furnished, 10 mos lease all utili-
ties and parking included 277-3937 
Two Summer Subletters Needed 
514 S. AuroraSt. APT 1 A "The 
Home" Huge Living Room/ back 
porch, coin laundry in-house. 
Close to IC & Commons $365/ 
person includes all. Call 375-2111. 
Coddington Rd-3 bedroom house 
fully furnished, washer & dryer, 
off-street parking. Available June 
1 27 4-3720 or 272-1917. 
3 Bedroom Apartment near 
Commons & IC! furnished, coin-
op laundry, porch, heat & hot 
water included_- $275 per person. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
3 & 5 BEDROOMS 2 blocks to the 
Commons. Bright, furnished, 
carpeted, 2 'floor apt. Bus to IC at 
comer. Includes! 273-9462. 
BRAND NEW STUDIO 
APARTMENTS ON ITHACA 
COMMONS 
The Colonial Studios, each new 
apartment has big private room, 
Get more 
bang for 
your buck! ~sta Circle Apanrnen~ 
Advenise with 
The Ithacan. 
Call 274-1618. 
,., 
Located on beautiful South Hill! 
I. 2 & 3 bedroom apartments and townhouses 
furnished or unfurnished * laundry hook ups 
free parking * on bus route 
Visit our website - www.ithaca-rent.com 
Call C.S.P. Management 
277-6961 
NO, YDLA. DON'T 'f'..EN,l'M 
SCARED. 
HEY LOOK II 
n·s r:,.Er--i 
ROE,, DLA.RREr--1, 
WHYC-AN"f WE. 
t--tAVE FANS 
l lK.t OT Ii ER 
FIVE n '(DLA. 
C,IA.'y'S 
THE ARE 
)!AST 
ASK.INC"i 
kitchen unit, bath, new furniture. 
Laundry and TV lounge. Bus to IC 
at door. $380-495 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com. 
COMMONS WEST 
DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
ELEVATOR BUILDING Luxury 
studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms on 
Ithaca Commons. Bright, quiet, air 
conditioned apartment, huge 
windows and closets. Enjoy 
intercom, laundry, on-site staff. 
Bus to IC at comer. 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com. 
COMMONS STUDIOS Downtown, 
100 to Simeon's quality building, 
furnished, intercom, laundry, 
microwave, TV lounge. Bus to IC 
at comer. Quiet people. From 
$390 includes. An amazing value. 
Built 1995. 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com. 
3 to 4 bedroom, 1 1/2 townhouse. 
Hardwood floors, garage, w/d, 
dishwasher, yard, lots of light. 
$295-$325 per person plus utilities. 
AK Properties, Inc. 277-7291. 
2 bdrm, furnished or unfurnished, 
lots of light. Located on 
Pennsylvania Ave. $300 per 
person includes heat. AK 
Properties, Inc. 277-7291. 
4 bedroom near Rogan's, lots of 
WHERE. THE IN"Tf-tE 
HELL ARE 'y'OIA. NEXT 
PEOPLE «;En IN<; IS.SIA.t, 
ALL THOSE 
'SEN 
FOLDS 
light hardwood floors, free 
parking, close to campus. $275 
per person incl. utilities. AK 
Properties, Inc. 277-7291. 
3 bedroom with washer/dryer on 
Pennsylvania Ave, lots of light, 
furnished, unfurnished, huge 
livingroom, $295 per person plus 
utilities. AK Properties, Inc. 
277-7291. 
3 bedroom with hardwood floors, 
trench doors, washer/dryer, lots of 
light, parking, $330 per person, 
plus utilities. AK Properties, Inc. 
277-7291. 
HOUSE AVAILABLE FOR 
GRADUATION WEEKEND CALL 
2n-3929 FOR DETAILS. 
LAKE: '00-'01 academic year. 5 
bdrm furnished; carpeting, 
appliances, fireplace, deck, dock. 
Start late August. $1,400+ 277-3370. 
1 Bedroom Apt. Fully Furnished, 
Off Street Parking, Call 272-
5647, 280-3258 or 273-5192. 
2 Bedroom Apartments. Foot of 
968 Heat & Hot Water Included, 
Fully Furnished, Laundry, Some 
Parking. $710 273-1654. 
Continued on page 31 
STILL RENTING FOR 
2000-2001 
Beautiful two, three, four, and 
five bedroom apartments 
furnished, free parking, on-site laundry and office 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
Walking distance to IC campus 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
277-1221 
e-mail: collegecircle@clarityconnect.com 
APARTMENTS 
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Come See Everyone's Favorite Trio ... 
BEN FOLDS FIVE 
With Special Guest Tracy Bonham 
Sunday, April 16, 2000 7:30 p.m. 
Ithaca College 
Ben Light Gymnasium 
.... 
Buy Now, Tickets Are Going Fast!!!!! 
Tickets on Sale Now w/lC ID, at the 
Ithaca College Campus Center (Check Cashing Window) 
Rebop Records, Soundsfine, and Ticketmaster (607) 722-7272 
$10 with IC ID, $12 without 
For More Information, call: (607) 274-1621 
Brought to you by the Ithaca ·College Bureau of Concerts 
Co-Sponsored by the Student Activities Board 
*Surcharge may be added at off-campus locations 
EAU OF EA.U OF 
Didy~w ... 
The base has 
had seven post-
poned f1)r'8'>n. 
' / 
/ 
I 
FILE PHOTO/THE ITHACAN 
ALEX DARION/THE llHACAN 
SENIOR MATT SCHULTZ Improved his career record to 102-30, 
passing Jean Jamll-Rojer '99 for first place on the Hhaca men's tennis 
alMlme wins list. Schultz earned a 26-1 record aa a freshman. 
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Senior tennis star sets school record 
with 102nd career victory Friday 
BY MARY ROGERS 
Staff Writer 
It will go down in Bomber history that senior Matt 
Schultz is the all-time career leader in wins, but his 
legacy as an athlete and a student will not be included. 
Friday against Hobart, Schultz won his 50th dou-
bles match and beat Andrew Hunt in the singles, 
which improved his record to an impressive 102-30. 
This record should come as no surprise considering 
his freshman year he went 26-1 and lost only one 
doubles match his sophomore year. 
Since the time Schultz was 2 years old, it appeared 
as if his parents' racket was a permanent extension 
of his right arm. Tennis always came naturally to the 
slender 6-foot-3 inch broadcast journalism major from 
Eagan, Minn. 
Schultz developed his all-court game from his par-
ents, Richard and Cynthia, who both played tennis 
for Iowa State. As a youngster he would hit a ten-
nis ball against a garage wall and pretend he was com-
mentating on a match between former tennis pros 
Boris Becker and Ivan Lendle. 
Devastated after a 6-0 loss at his first tournament 
at age I 0, he never wanted to play in a tournament 
again. 
A year later, Schultz returned to play in the 12 
and under bracket, where he achieved junior rank-
ing status in the Northwest Tennis Association. 
Schultz's enthusiastic attitude and love for the 
game was apparent when he played with his dou-
bles partner Jean-Jamil Rojer '99, who previously 
held the all-time career wins record. 
"I knew he was going to break it, and I was ex-
pecting nothing less from him," Rojer said. "He is 
very competitive, and once again it will show that 
we have worked hard for each other. I set a record 
and made way for him to surpass it ... we have been 
very good at pushing one another and this is just an-
other example of that." 
It was important for Ithaca's winningest doubles 
team to have fun and win at the same time. The two 
were a couple of high-fivin', chest bumping, bor-
derline obnoxious guys who had to let the entire cam-
pus know when one of them hit a winner. 
Besides tennis being his claim to fame, one look 
at Schultz's schedule and resume, chances are they 
would be mistaken for a book on how to become an 
overachiever. 
'The fact that Matt is able to balance his sched-
ule with apparent ease is truly amazing," coach Ryan 
Witt said. 
Schultz's busy college career can be traced back 
to his freshman year in Boothroyd Hall. Weeks into 
the first semester, the Residential Hall Association 
announced Hall Council elections and "this really 
cute girl said she was running and asked me if I was 
going to run for anything ... of course I said yes," 
Schultz said. "I was elected president, the rest is his-
tory." 
Do not get the wrong impression. When Schultz 
came to Ithaca, he said he did not intend to waste 
his four years and wanted lo be involved and meet 
a lot of people. 
That is an understatement. Shortly after becom-
ing president, Schultz was elected to the regional 
board of the North East Affiliate of College & Uni-
versity Residence Halls, which encompasses one of 
eight regions in a national organization and is the 
largest student-run organization in the world. He is 
currently the director of NEACURH. 
In addition, Schultz was a disc jockey for WICB 
radio his freshman, sophomore and junior years. 
Within weeks he became known for his ranting and 
raving and his ability to spark controversy. Per-
forming on radio, like tennis, was a release for him. 
Meanwhile, Schultz wrote for The Ithacan his 
freshman and sophomore years. In the fall of his 
freshman year, he was the women's volleyball beat 
writer. While covering the team he made a few fac-
tual mistakes, but in the process learned many valu-
able journalism skills. Sophomore year he was the 
beat writer for the men's soccer team and spring se-
mester he became assistant sports editor. His devo-
tion to the paper made it appear as if he lived in the 
office - sometimes spending nights on the office's 
couch. However, the dedication required did not up-
set him once he saw a week's worth of labor pub-
lished. 
During Schultz's senior year of college he an-
chored on Sundays for NewsWatch 16. This se-
mester he stepped out of the anchor's chair and be-
gan reporting on local events in Tompkins Coun-
ty. He said this experience restored his interest in 
journalism. 
In addition to Schultz's reporting duties, he is 
chairman of the Senior Week committee. He antic-
ipates the event to be the biggest week-long event 
in its history. Responsibilities for the week include 
chairing three events, advertising, designing logos 
and handling budgetary work. 
Regardless of the time commitment, when 
Schultz is in retirement, reflecting about his col-
lege career, he will remember the struggles and 
the rewards, but he will not forget the people he 
met along the way. 
Beyond Schultz's powerful forehand and his 
commanding backhand, memories from tennis and 
the people he met along the way, will linger for 
years. 
"I've been very lucky to have the opportunity 
to come in contact with some amazing people dur-
ing my time here at Ithaca College," Schultz said. 
"To all the coaches, advisers, friends and family 
who cheered for me when I was losing, kicked me 
in the butt when I slacked off, got me out of bed 
to go to early morning workouts, taught me the val-
ue of hard work, taken the time to listen to my prob-
lems and believed in me ... thank you. I will nev-
er forget you." 
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Co-ed softball 
has glitches 
Co-cd intramural softball. 
Ideally, it's a great chance to meet 
chicks and the perfect opportunity 
to dip into a case of cheap beer. 
The mental image is scintillating: 
a bunch of overweight men 
wearing tight, stained T-shirts 
casually rounding the bases while 
chatting it up with women with 
bad hairdos. The game is 
secondary to the social setting. 
But co-ed intramural softball 
on this campus does not take the 
above-mentioned form. It's fairly 
competitive - which I 
appreciate. It gives me a chance 
to relive my high school glory 
days a la Al Bundy. However, in 
the only game of the season in 
which I participated, I noticed 
some quirky rules. 
The first odd rule I became 
aware of is that there are I 0 
people on defense at all times. 
The extra position is of course the 
all-important "rover" position. 
The extra player can aid in the 
tuning of the double play, or in 
filling a gap in the outfield. It is 
there to maintain an even amount 
of men and women on the field at 
all times. The rule is that there 
must be at least as many women 
on the field as there are men. 
However, a team can have more 
women on the field as men, but 
not vice versa. 
Another rule that deviates from 
the usual softball rules is how 
many balls and strikes the batter 
gets. From my early days in 
baseball, my coaches instructed me 
to wait for my pitch, to be 
sclect1ve. However, in the interest 
of time, the batter is allowed only 
two strikes and three balls, in 
essence, beginnrtrg each at-bat with 
a one-and-one count. With the 
doctored pitch count m mind, in 
my only intramural at bat, I went 
up first-pitch swinging. I waved 
my bat at a pitch meant for a giant 
and hn a sharp ground ball to the 
shortstop. Only a fielding error 
allowed me to reach base :-.afcly. 
But probably the most 
interesting rule i~ the one regarding 
walk!>. Being a co-ed endeavor, it is 
required that a batting lineup 
alternate sexes. A man bab, then a 
woman. and so on. With this in 
mind, there is a rule that 1f a male 
batter 1s walked, the following 
female batter has the choice to 
automatJcally walk to first base as 
well. This 1s to prevent teams from 
walking the men and getting the 
easy outs from the women. 
Conversely, if a female is walked, 
the following male does not have 
the option to take the free base. 
Apparently the women's lib 
movement was unavailable to aid 
recreational sports m the creation 
of this rule. 
Even if you arc not wearing a 
Big Johnson shirt and chugging a 
Natty Light, co-ed intramural 
softball is a fun way to spend an 
hour in the sun each weekend. 
However, some of the rules arc 
laughably sexist and need to be 
looked at. After all, if we arc good 
enough to play on the same team, 
we arc good enough to play by 
the ~ame rules. 
Chris O'Connell is a junior 
television-radio major . 
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Championship on horizon 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
This weekend the men's tennis team invades 
Rochester for the first Empire Athletic Asso-
ciation Tournament since 1995. 
The Bombers have traditionally been suc-
cessful in EAA tournaments. The last nine times 
the tournament was held, Ithaca finished as one 
of the top three teams. This year the team said 
it expects similar results. 
"I think we have a very good shot of win-
ning 1f we play up to potential," junior Ari 
Roberts said. "I know that there are a couple 
other tough teams in it, but there's.really no 
team that we can't beat." 
Ithaca, seeded second, is scheduled to face 
seventh-seeded Hartwick Friday afternoon. 
Leading the Bombers is senior No. I seed 
Matt Schultz, who won his I 02nd match Fri-
day to set the school record. Schultz has the 
team's best record this seao;on at 19-11 and has 
won his last seven singles matches. 
"We need to go into every match knowing 
that we can beat any team and that at the same 
time any team can beat us," Schultz said. 
Ithaca has already faced three of the teams in 
the tournament, most recently St. John Fisher, 
whom it beat, 7-1, March 31. Ithaca also defeated 
fourth-seeded Elmira, 7-0, March 27, and third-
seeded Nazareth, 7-0, during the fall season. 
The top-seeded team in the EAA is RIT, to 
whom Ithaca lost twice last year. The 
Bombers and Tigers were scheduled to face off 
in Ithaca Tuesday, but the match was postponed 
due to the weather. 
If both teams win first- and second-round 
matches, Ithaca and RIT will play in the EAA 
championship on Sunday. 
Ithaca, like the other seven teams in the tour-
nament, has had some matches postponed this 
spring. However, the team expressed that it 
should be prepared regardless. 
"I think we are just as prepared as any oth-
er team," Schultz said. "I know that they are 
not getting a lot of practice time either." 
Coach Ryan Witt also said his team has as 
good a shot of winning the tournament as any 
team. However, he said all things will have to 
go well. 
"Nobody can have an off weekend,'' Witt 
said. "A few things have to happen, but it is 
good to know that if those things do happen 
that we have as good a chance as anyone." 
ALEX DARION/ THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN SCOTT RUBENS hits the ball during practice at Hilton Head, S.C., during Spring 
Break. The tennis team plays In the Empire Athletic Association Championship this weekend. 
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Weather postpones baseball battle 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Staff Writer 
Weather permitting. In case 
anyone on the Ithaca baseball 
team was not sure what that 
phrase meant, this season has 
clarified it with seven games being 
postponed. 
"It kind of starts wearing on 
your patience, but you kind of get 
used to it," senior Tony Farago said. 
Being from Canada though, Fara-
go said the weather docs not both-
er him so much. 
"At home, we don't get started 
until May." 
Weather permitting. With the 
fickle patterns in this town, where 
the sun can blind you with its 
brightness one minute and disap-
pear the next, confusion with the 
phrase is understandable. Here, the 
weather is usually not permitting. 
That was the case Wednesday as 
the Bombers watched a second-
straight doubleheader wash away 
with the soggy weather, at least for 
a day. The Ithaca-Cornell 
matchup that was to take place 
Wednesday was moved to Thurs-
day and cut from two games to one. 
Still, the battle for the Mayor's 
Trophy goes on. 
"There is a little pride in-
volved, definitely," junior Joe 
Reynolds said. "They're a Division 
I baseball team, so it's definitely big 
to beat them." 
And the Bombers have beaten 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR TONY FARAGO hits the ball Into center field Saturday against RIT. The Bombers lost the rain-
shortened game, 3-1. Hhaca plays Cornell today to try to win Its fourth straight Mayor's Trophy. 
them lately. meeting in 1933. its last four games, splitting a dou-
The South Hillers have won This year, Cornell sits at 5-16, bleheader with Brown Saturday be-
three straight from their Division I, but Bomber coach George Vale- fore sweeping one from Yale Sun-
cross-town rivals, including last sente said to disregard that. day. So, despite the ugly overall 
year's doubleheader sweep, 17-10 "They've played a very strong record, Cornell is now tied for first 
and 5-4, at Freeman Field. Ithaca schedule," Valesente said. "They in the Ivy League. 
also holds the overall series lead, have some good players and hit "We just made a few small 
40-32-1, in the-grudge match that very well [over the weekend]." changes to get things moving 
goes all the way back to the first The Big Red has won three of around and get people playing with 
Probable 
starting lineups 
Cornell 
C - Jack Franke 
1 B - Craig Mauro 
2B - Andrew Luria 
3B-Raul Gomez 
SS - Mike NemethNince 
Santo 
LF - Erik Rico 
CF - Justin Irizarry 
RF - Jordan Schaeffer 
DH - Javier Alfaro 
Ithaca 
C - Scott Allen 
1 B - Dave Meluni 
2B - Joe Reynolds 
38 - Kyle Wilkins 
SS - Brian Johnson 
LF - Tony Farago/Steve 
Musso 
CF - Todd Hillegas 
RF - Ron Amato 
DH- Steve 
Nardozzi/Farago 
confidence," Cornell coach Tom 
Ford said. 
The Bombers won five straight 
after their Florida trip, before 
weather interrupted their momentum. 
"It's really frustrating," junior 
catcher Scott Allen said of the 
weather. "We want to play games." 
Allen may get his wish this af-
ternoon at 3:30 ... weather permitting. 
Herons soar over Ithaca Softball team 
destroys Hawks Bombers allow 45 shots in loss 
BY DAN ABBOTT 
Staff Writer 
Despite a four-goal effort by se-
nior attack Kim Harrison, the 
women's lacrosse team (5-5) fell to 
fourth-ranked · William Smith 
Wednesday, 15-9. The Bombers 
trailed by two at halftime, but were 
outscored, I 0-6, in the second 
half. 
"Coming into the game today, 
we were more prepared than I think 
we've felt in a while just because 
we had a couple good practices," 
junior goaltender Brooke An-
drews said. 
The South Hill squad started 
the game hot as sophomore de-
fender Amy Turner and Harrison 
scored the first two goals. But the 
Herons came back strong, netting 
nine of the next IO goals. Fresh-
man attack Megan Shea had five 
goals to lead William Smith (7-0) 
in scoring, while senior goaltender 
Leslie Khachadourian made four 
saves. 
Besides Harrison and Turner, 
four other Bombers found the 
back of the net, including junior 
attacks Tara Lahm, Kelly Bliss 
and Jen Regan and senior attack 
Jen Herlihy. Andrews made 15 
saves in net. 
"Out of the four years I've been 
here, I think this was [William 
Smith's] weakest year, so they are 
definitely beatable," Harrison 
said. "It was just unfortunate that 
we weren't able to execute the way 
that we should have, because we 
could have beat them." 
Other high scorers for William 
Smith included freshman mid-
fielder Amanda Wynn, who 
earned a hat trick, and senior mid-
fielder Danae Nason-Junco, who 
recorded two goals to go with four 
assists . 
. , 
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THE WOMEN'S LACROSSE TEAM celebrates during a win over 
Frostburg April 1. It lost to William Smith, 15-9, Wednesday. 
The Bombers pulled within 
four midway through the second 
half with consecutive goals by Har-
rison, but the Herons tallied six of 
the last IO goals to close out the 
scoring. 
"I think we played with a lot of 
intensity," Bliss said, "but our ex-
ecution needs to be better on the 
simple things like passing, catch-
ing and ground balls." 
William Smith rattled off 45 
shots in the game, compared to 18 
by the Bombers. The Herons were 
also on top in ground balls ( 19-14) 
and draw controls ( 16-10). 
"We knew that their game plan 
was to run and gun," Andrews said. 
"They like to come fast down the 
field and take a ton of shots and try 
to beat the opposing goalie into the 
ground. Our game plan going into 
it was to take the ball when we had 
it on offense to run a sort of a stall 
and we spread them out." 
With the loss, the Blue and Gold 
drop to 12-21 all time against 
William Smith in a series which 
started in 1973. 
Ithaca was scheduled to travel 
to St. Lawrence to battle the 
Saints Sunday; however, the snow 
storm Saturday evening forced 
the game to be postponed. There is 
no make-up game scheduled. 
The Bombers are 0-5 on the 
road t_his season, but 4-0 at home. 
Ithaca will try to change it's road 
horrors on Saturday when it faces 
its biggest test of the season, the 
College of New Jersey. 
The Lions are the defending 
Division III Champions and are 
undefeated this season. The 
South Hill squad is 2-11 all time 
against the College of New Jersey. 
The game starts at I p.m. in New 
Jersey. 
South Hill squad sweeps Hartwick 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
"They're always a good 
team," Hartwick softball coach 
Barbara Hicks said. "This 
wouldn't be the year that I 
would choose to play them, ex-
cept we're moving into confer-
ence and will have to play 
them anyhow." 
Ithaca (21-7) scored nine 
first-inning runs against 
Hartwick pitcher Danielle Tay-
lor in Game 2 of a doublehead-
er Wednesday, en route to a 20-
0 spanking of the Hawks (2-17). 
The 20 runs were the most 
scored by the South Hill squad 
since it defeated Division- I 
Cornell, 20-4 April 26, 1995. 
The Blue and Gold, ranked 
10th in the April 5 National 
Coaches Association Division 
III Softball Poll, scored 20 
runs on 17 hits in the five-inning 
game. 
Junior Laura Remia went 3-
for-4, leading six Bombers 
with multiple hits in the game, 
··1 was kmd of tired for 
Game 2," Hartwick pitcher 
Danette Berry said. "Ithaca's 
bats came out, obviously from 
the first mning. I think they were 
ready to go and their pitcher 
pitched better. In the first 
game, they didn't hit the ball as 
well as I had expected, but in the 
second game they killed the 
ball." 
Senior Kristen Muenzen led 
the charge with three hits and 
four RBIs in the two games. 
'1'oday I just worked on 
staying back and finding the right 
pitch to hit," she said. "I want-
eel to work on seeing the ball and 
hitting it hard up the middle." 
The 20-run win followed a 3-
victory over the same 
Hawks. 
"We didn't hit the ball the 
first game," Ithaca coach Deb 
Pallozzi said. "We got impatient 
and started pulling our heads. 
We're not used to that level of 
pitching, we're used to better 
pitching. I thought we would 
make an adjustment a little 
sooner, but it took us a full ball-
game." 
Muenzen knocked in Ithaca's 
first run with a double in the 
fourth inning. 
"I was happy that someone 
was hitting the ball in that first 
game because nobody else 
wa~." Pallozzi said. 
Senior Robin Simson 
pitched IO innings in the dou-
bleheader, giving up eight hib 
and one run, while striking out 
eight. She earned the wm in both 
games, improving her record to 
18-5. 
"81mson got quicker as she 
went along," Hicks said. 
The sweep gives the South 
Hill squad's eight wins in eight 
all-time meetings, 
Ithaca will try to use the mo-
mentum gamed in the double-
header when it hosts Div1s1on II 
Binghamton today at 3 p.m. at 
Kostrinksy Field. 
Ithaca holds a slight 7-6 
edge in its all-time series 
against the Bearcats. 
After Binghamton, the 
Bombers host a doubleheader 
against Cazenovia on Saturday 
and RIT on Tuesday. Ithaca de-
feated Cazenovia Saturday, 4-1 . 
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Baseball 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Staff Writer 
Down 3-1, but threatening in 
their final at bat Saturday, the 
Bombers looked poised for a 
comeback. The weather had other 
plans. 
After Ithaca scraped together its 
first run on two singles and a 
groundout the inning before, 
sophomore starter Sazi Guthrie 
mowed down the visiting RIT 
Tigers in order in the seventh and 
final frame. Senior third baseman 
Tony Farago then got the offense 
going in the bottom half with a 
lcadoff walk and the comeback was 
on the way ... make that the rain. 
Torrential downpours created 
pools on the infield and engulfed 
the third-base line, forcing umpires 
to stop play and finally call game 
I and cancel game 2 of the dou-
bleheader. So amidst thick, London-
like fog, and in the midst of a come-
back, the Bombers walked off 
Bucky Freeman Field with their 
first home loss since 1998. 
The South Hillers then 
watched Mother Nature steal their 
Sunday doubleheader before 
swiping games on Tuesday and 
Wednesday as well. Due to the 
weather, the baseball team has not 
completed a game since March 26 
with Oswego. 
The team braves the elements 
for a home doubleheader with 
Clarkson on Saturday. 
Softball 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The softball team hosted the 
Cortaca Classic Saturday and 
Sunday. defeating Cazenovia in the 
opener, 4- I, but losing to the 
weather in the other three games. 
Ithaca ( 19-7) was scheduled to 
play in either the championship or 
consolation game Sunday right af-
ter playing Cortland, but both 
games were postponed by Saturday 
night's snow. 
Saturday, Ithaca's game 
again~t Cabrini (Pa.) was postponed 
due to rain and lightning, a storm 
beginning after Ithaca defeated 
Catenovia (8- I 2), 4-1. 
Senior Robin Bimson pitched 
seven strong innings for Ithaca, al-
lowing one run and six hits in sev-
en innings, improving her record to 
16-5. 
Both teams ~cored one run in the 
~econd. inning and the score re-
mained tied until the Bombers 
broke through with three runs in the 
top of the seventh inning. 
Ithaca entered its doubleheader 
against Cortland ranked I 0th in the 
latest national poll and sent its star 
pitcher Bimson to the mound m 
both game~. 
81mson threw her sixth shutout 
of the year in Game I as the soft-
hall team defeated the Red Drag-
on~. 4-0. Sophomore catcher 
Kristin Furdon knocked in all four 
Bomber runs and junior tri-captain 
Laura Remia went three-for-three 
m the game. 
Cortland earned a split in the 
doubleheader with a 5-4 win in 
Game 2. After falling behind, 5-0, 
after the third inning, Ithaca put two 
runs on the board in both the fourth 
and fifth innings, but failed to knock 
in the tying run in each of the last 
three innings. 
Remia picked up one walk in the 
doubleheader, leaving her two be-
hind the school record for walks in 
a season. 
Ithaca hosts Cazenovia Saturday 
at I p.m. and RITTuesday at 3 p.m. 
Men's crew 
BY MARY ROGERS 
Staff Writer 
Despite races being postponed 
because of lightning, a massive 
downpour and strong headwinds, 
the men's crew team won its first 
race of the season. 
In the Bombers' first varsity 
eight race featuring junior 
coxswain Jeff Morris, sophomore 
stroke Mike Theeman, sophomore 
seventh seat Nate Trythall, junior 
sixth seat Kris Walker, sophomore 
fifth seat Ben Reidel!, freshman 
fourth seat Jason Frank, sophomore 
third seat Thatcher Moats, sopho-
more second scat Trevor Navarra and 
sophomore bow Eric McNeil!, they 
finished with a time of 6 minutes, 
43. I seconds, placing after Ho-
bart's winning time of 6:30.1. In ltha-
ca 's second varsity eight race, it lost 
to Williams with a time of 6:49.6. 
However, in the petite final between 
Ithaca and Buffalo, the Bombers tri-
umphed with a strong time of 
6:35.3 to 6:43.3. 
Next weekend will be a challenge 
at home for the Blue and Gold when 
it faces the University of Rochester 
and Colgate on Saturday and RIT 
and Skidmore on Sunday. 
Women's crew 
BY JUSTIN VOLDMAN 
Staff Writer 
If Saturday's race with William 
Smith was a measuring stick for the 
women's crew team, then one can 
assume the team is gaining fast on 
its rivals. 
On a day marked with a horri-
ble headwind, unrelenting rain, 
and a 40-minute delay due to light-
ning, the Bombers, ranked fourth in 
the NCAA small school poll, fell 
inches short to the No. I ranked 
Herons, losing by 4.9 seconds. 
Freshman Carrie Johnson, who 
was previously out with tendonitis, 
sat seventh-seat in her first varsity 
race. Later that day, Ithaca 
smoked Buffalo, 7:29 to 8:02.3. 
Williams Cgllege (7:41.6) won 
the second varsity eight race, edg-
ing William Smith (7:46.4) and 
Ithaca (7:49.1 ). 
The Bombers finish their 
home-racing season this weekend 
against Rochester and Colgate on 
Saturday and RIT and Skidmore on 
Sunday. 
Men's lacrosse 
BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
Staff Writer 
Neither rain nor snow nor 
gloom of night shall keep it from 
getting the joh done. No, it is not 
the mailman, hut the men's 
lacrosse team. The Bombers 
played through thick fog, torrential 
downpour and saturated fields In 
swamp Clarkson, 13-4, Saturday. 
It seems that when the Blue and 
Gold are up against any Knights 
they arc destined to succeed. Itha-
ca defeated Genesco's Blue 
Knights Wednesday and Clark-
son's Golden Knights met the 
same fate. 
Freshman Nick Mayer led the 
Bombers with three goals and 
sophomore Sam Griffo put two 
balls in the net and assisted on an-
other. Junior Eric Bernheim and se-
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FRESHMAN MATAN BISK jumps over a barrier In the 3,000-meter steeplechase Saturday at the Ithaca 
lnvitatlonal. Rain, thunder and lightning canceled the majority of the invitational. 
nior Ron Messmer each tallied two 
goals through the fog. 
Ithaca held Clarkson scoreless 
for the entire second quarter, 
putting five goals on the board it-
self. The Blue and Gold, however, 
were not able to score at all during 
the fourth quarter and let two 
Clarkson goals slip through. Yet 
when the clock ran out, Ithaca was 
victorious, increasing its record to 
5-3. 
The Bombers travel on Saturday 
to Alfred and host Cortland and 
Keuka on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Men's tennis -
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
The men's tennis team won its 
third straight away match Friday, 
handing Hobart a 5-2 defeat. 
Senior Matt Schultz came from 
behind to win No. I singles and 
edged past his competition in dou-
bles to win his I 02nd career match. 
setting Ithaca's all-time record. 
Schultz found himself d'own to 
Andrew Hunt early in their singles 
match and lost the first set, 6-1. 
Schultz then rebounded to take the 
next two ~els, 6-2, 6-1. to win the 
match. He and freshman Scott 
Rubens heat Hunt and Ryan 
Gilmore in fir~t doubles, 8-6. 
Schultz passed former teammate 
Jean-Jamil Rojer '99, who had a ca-
reer record of IO 1-30. Schult1. has 
an almost identical record, which 
currently stands at I 02-30. 
Schultz also won his 50th career 
doubles match. 
In other play, Ithaca (7-5) won 
four of six singles matches and two 
of three doubles matches. 
Sophomore Eric Ritter picked up 
his 20th career win with an 8-2 vic-
tory at No. 3 doubles with junior Ari 
Roberts. · 
The Bombers play in the Empire 
Eight Tournament Friday through 
Sunday in Rochester. 
Men's track and field 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The men's track-and-field team 
hosted the Ithaca Invitational, a non-
scoring meet, which was shortened 
by rain and lightning Saturday. 
Three Bombers were individual 
winners.juniors Mau Hopp and Phil 
Keating and senior Lloyd Goldberg. 
Hopp crossed the line first in the 
400-meter dash in 51.03 seconds, 
Keating won the long jump with a 
leap of 6.58 meters and Goldberg 
finished first in the triple jump with 
a distance of 12.23 meters. 
four other Bombers recorded 
top-three finishes: sophomore 
Drew Davidson (hammer throw), 
freshmen Matan Bisk (3,000-meter 
steeplechase) and Darius Salko 
(pole vault) placed second, while 
senior Josh Egan placed third in the 
400-meter dash. 
Ithaca competes at Moravian 
(Pa.) with Lafayette (Pa.), Temple 
(Pa.) and Widener (Pa.) at 11 a.rn. 
on Saturday. 
Women's track and field 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
The women's track-and-field 
team competed against six 
schools and Mother Nature at the 
Ithaca Invitational Saturday. 
Thunder, lightning and rain, 
which eventually caused the 
meet's cancellation, did not keep se-
nior Erin Stevens from setting a 
school record in the shot put. 
At the start of the women's I 00-
mcter dash, a flash of lightening and 
a downpour sent the majority of peo-
ple running into Cerrache Center for 
shelter. After the rain ceased 20 min-
utes later, the meet resumed under 
threatening, gray clouds. 
Two hours later, in the middle 
of the second heat of the men's 800-
meter run and halfway through the 
events, a clap of thunder followed 
by lightning eventually forced the 
remainder of the meet to be can-
celed. 
Between that time, Stevens 
hurled a school-record and first-
place I 2.64 meters in the shot put. 
Junior Amanda Miller followed in 
second ( 10.86). 
Stevens later placed second in 
the hammer throw (37.32). 
Freshman Erica Colella _ fin-
_ished first in the 100-meter dash 
(13.52 seconds) and freshman 
Jeanne Schick placed first in the 
JOO-meter hurdles with a time of 
16.6. 
Junior Amber Metzger was the 
top finisher in the long jump at 5.09 
meters. 
The 400-meter relay team fin-
ished first (52.1) while Ithaca's "B" 
team crossed the line third behind 
Cornell with a time of 54.8. 
1bc team will travel to Moravian 
(Pa.) to compete with Lafayette 
(Pa.) and Widener (Pa.) on Satur-
day. 
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Scoreboard 
Baseball (1 D-6) 
Wednesday,ApriI12 
• ppd. (rescheduled for April13) 
Tuesday, April 11 
• ppd. (no make-up date) 
Sunday, April 9 
• ppd. (no make-up date) 
Saturday, April 8 
• Game 2 ppd. (no make-up date) 
• RIT def. Ithaca, 3-1 
Men's crew (1-3) 
Saturday, April 8 
• Hobart def. Ithaca, 6:30.0-6:43.1 
• Ithaca finished second against 
Williams and Buffalo. 
Women's crew (2-1) 
Saturday, April 8 
TH£ ITHACAN 31 
By the Numbers CompilPd by John Davis 
Scoreboard, cont. 
• ppd. (no make-up date) 
Friday, April 7 
• Hhaca def. Hobart, 5-2 
Men's track 
Saturday, April 8 
• Ithaca hosted the Ithaca Invitational. 
No team scores were kept. 
Women's track 
Saturday, April 8 
• Ithaca hosted the Ithaca Invitational. 
No team scores were kept. 
Honie run 
Athlete of the Week 
Matt Schultz 
Men's tennis 
Senior tennis star Matt Schultz won at No. 1 singles and at No. 
1 doubles to improve his record to 102-30. His 102 wins are 
one better than former teammate Jean Jamil-Rojer '99 ( 1 O 1-
30). The tennis team defeated Hobart, 5-2, Friday and had 
Tuesday's match against RIT postponed by inclement weather. 
Schultz will lead his Bomber squad to the Empire Athletic 
Association Championship Friday through Sunday in 
Rochester. This is the first time in five years the team has 
participated in the EAA. Schultz, a former assistant sports 
editor of The Ithacan, is a journalism major from Eagan, Minn. 
BT Numbers 
• William Smith def. Hhaca, 7: 19.8-
7:24. 7 
National Coaches Association 
Division Ill Softball Poll 
April 5 
HQ..JH.m ~ Pts. 
Directors Cup 
Sears Directors' Cup Standings 
administered by the National 
Association of Colle9late 
Directors of Athletics 
April6 
102 Career wins by senior tennis 
player Matt Schultz. • Ithaca finished third against Williams 
and William Smith 1. Pacific Lutheran (Wash.) 19-1-1 197 2. St. Mary's (Minn.) 10-3 193 Games and matches that were 
postponed this week due to 
inclement weather. 
Men's lacrosse (5-3) 
Wednesday,April12 
• ppd. ( rescheduled for April 18} 
Saturday, April 8 
• Ithaca def. Clarkson, 13-4 
Women's lacrosse (5-5) 
Wednesday, April 12 
• William Smith def. Ithaca, 15-9 
Sunday, April 9 
• ppd. (no make-up date) 
Softball (21-7) 
Wednesday, April 12 
• Ithaca def. Hartwick, 20-0 
• Ithaca def. Hartwick, 3-1 
Tuesday, April 11 
• ppd. ( rescheduled for April 13) 
Sunday, April 9 
• ppd. (no make-up date} 
Saturday, April 8 
• Game 2 ppd. (no make-up date) 
• Ithaca def. Cazenovia, 4-1 
Thursday, April 6 
• Cortland def. Ithaca, 5-4 
• Ithaca def. Cortland, 4-0 
Men's tennis (7-5) 
Tuesday, April 11 
SP,ort 
Shorts 
3. Simpson (Iowa) 16-1 184 
4. Chapman (Calif.) 22-6 173 
5. College of New Jersey 19-3 162 
6. Alma (Mich.) 21-5 157 
7. Coa (Iowa) 18-1 146 
8. Clark (Mass.) 13-1 139 
9. Roanoke (Va.) 27-2 135 
10. Ithaca 17-6 131 
Rovving to the top 
NCAA Division 11/111 
Varsity Eights Crew Poll 
April6 
No. :mm Pts. 
1. William Smith 126 
2. California-Davis 116 
3. Williams (Mass.) 114 
4. Ithaca 113 
5. U.S. Coast Guard (Conn.) 94 
6. Wesleyan (Conn.) 68 
7. Bales (Mass.) 60 
8. Connecticut College 57 
9. Smith (Mass.) 54 
10. Skidmore 50 
Due to the Renegades loss in their first 
game, they played in the consolation 
bracket against the Connecticut rookies. 
NQ.Jmn 
1. Williams (Mass.) 
2. Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
3. Wisconsin-La Crosse 
4. California-San Diego 
5. Springfield (Mass.) 
6. Rowan (N.J.) 
7. St. Thomas (Minn.) 
8. College of New Jersey 
9. Wheaton (Ill.) 
10. Amherst (Mass.) 
11. Calvin (Mich.) 
12. Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
13. Middlebury (Vt.) 
14. Cortland 
15. Wisconsin-Whitewater 
16. Trinity (Texas) 
17. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
18. Johns Hopkins (Md.) 
19. Hamilton 
20. St. Olaf (Minn.) 
21. Denison (Ohio) 
22. Norwich (Vt.) 
23. Ithaca 
24. Washington (Mo.) 
25. Puget Sound (Wash.) 
Pts. 
606 
531 
505 
445 
440 
439 
431.5 
415.5 
399 
391 
377 
374 
362 
339 
339 
337.5 
305 
282.5 
272 
265.5 
260 
259 
251 
250 
249 
bcr Lederhouse scored two tries, junior in-
side back Alyssa Bauersmith scored a try 
and sophomore flyhalf Erika McGee got 
three conversions. 
With the victory, the Renegades won the 
consolation trophy. 
Club lacrosse team loses 
I 
15 
9 Games and matches that were 
played in their entirety this week. 
5 Games and meets that were 
shortened this week due to 
inclement weather. 
1 Schultz's place on the Ithaca all-
time career wins list. 
They Said It 
"I knew he was going to break it, and I was 
expecting nothing less from him. He 1s 
very competitive, and once again it will 
show that we have worked hard for each 
other. I set a record and made way for him 
to surpass it ... we have been very good at 
pushing one another and this is just anoth-
er example of that. n 
-Jean Jamil-Rojer '99 on Matt Schultz 
breakingr the career tennis wins record. 
challenged Colgate, but got rained out with 
a 7-2 lead when the Binghamton police 
kicked both teams off the field during the 
stonn. 
Ithaca played Syracuse Wednesday at 9 
p.m. The NCLL Tournament begins Sat-
urday. 
Rugby team_ wins trophy 
The Ithaca rookies won, 26-5. Sopho-
more flyhalf Regina Wakefield scored. 
two tries, while sophomore scrumhalf 
Marni Rosenbaum and sophomore wing 
Monica Connor each scored one try. Junior 
inside center Heather Little kicked three 
conversions. 
After the win, Syracuse forfeited its 
game against Ithaca, giving the Renegades 
a 7-0 victory. 
Ithaca, ranked 27th in the National Col-
legiate Lacrosse League, lost to No. I Bing-
hamton, 9-8, Saturday. 
. Senior skis at nationals 
Senior co-captain Katie Mason com-
peted at the NASTAR National Champi-
onships in Beaver Creek, Colo .. April 8 and 
9. She finished first in the women's 21-24 
age category and fifth overall. 
The rugby team competed at the Finger 
Lakes Vikings Collegiate Tournament in 
Geneva, at the top of Lake Seneca. 
Ithaca was drawn against Connecticut 
in the first game. The Ithaca veterans lost 
the game, 7-5. Sophomore prop Lynda Mc-
Carey scored Ithaca's lone try. 
The forfeit put Ithaca in the consolation 
finals against Alfred. The fields were par-
tially submerged by water from torrential 
downpours, but Ithaca managed a 21-0 win 
in a game stopped at halftime. Junior Am-
Junior Mark Perry said both teams 
played solid defense in the game. Freshmen 
Jon Bennett and Zach Barrell each scored 
two goals. Junior Jason Cook scored one 
goal. 
After losing to Binghamton, Ithaca 
Ctassified 
Continued from page 25 
For Rent 
5 & 6 Bedroom House Near 
Corrimonsl Large bedrooms, 2 
baths, dining room, hardwood 
floors and carpet, fully furnished. 
Only $256 per person! 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
4 Bedroom 2 Bath House Near 
Commons & IC! furnished, 
laundry on site - $240 per person. 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
1 & 2 Bedroom A~rtments 
downtown, beautiful spacious, 
Victorian House, furnished, close to 
Campus & Commons, bus route. 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
Summer Sublet Close to 
downtown, Cornell, IC. Room 
with private bath. Onsite kitchen, 
laundry, fitness, TV room. 
Available now to July 31. $375/ 
month or $1,200 paid in full. 
includes utilities. 273-5163. 
AVAILABLE AUG. 2000-Aug. 
2001 PAVED PARKING SPACES 
ON PROSPECT ST. FOR DETAILS 
PLEASE CALL 272-0365. 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apts 1 mile from IC 
Furnished 1 O mos Lease. All Utilities 
And Parking Included 2TT-3937. 
Apartments for 2000-01. South 
Hill and Downtown. Two, three & 
four bedrooms. Great condition, 
new furniture. Laundry. Wood 
floors. Close to Commons, bus. 
Call 387-5897 or visit 
PPMhomes.com. 
719 EAST STATE ST. 
2 and 3 Bedrooms, furnished, 
laundry on site, heat.included, 
some parking available for August 
2000. Close to IC/CORNELL and 
downtown. 257-0313. 
3-6 Bedroom Furnished Houses 
Close to IC. Call 273-4211. 
Apts. across from Ithaca Falls. 
Available August 2000. 2 B. A. plus 
smaller 3rd bedroom/DEN. 
Includes all plus furniture. 326 E. 
Falls St. $810. Call for appl. 257-
0313. 
Contemporary three bedroom apt. 
Desirable downtown location two 
blocks from The Commons. Two 
full baths, fully furnished, 
balconies, free parking available. 
Call Christina at 256-9539. 
3 Bedroom Apartment near 
Commons & IC! furnished, coin-
op laundry, porch, heat & hot 
water included - $275 per person. 
CSP Management 2TT-6961. 
One Bedroom, furnished, bright 
& wann, close to IC, off-street 
parking. 273-9300. 
Twenty-Two Windows, 2 
bedrooms, eat-in kitchen, 
hardwood floors, includes major 
utilities, furnished, laundry, off-
street parking. 273-9300. 
Brand New Contemporary, 2 
bedroom, 2 baths, eat-in kitchen, 
fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
to campus, $1000/mo. 273-9300. 
• Exciting Lofts, rustic 
contemporary designs, stone 
fireplaces, 1&2 bedroom, includes 
major utilities, walk to campus, off-
street parking, 273-9300. 
205 Prospect St. Apt. House 3 
BOA. Available 8/25 Ask for John. 
Leave message. Ask for 
appointment to see apt. 272-2967. 
Spacious 3 Bedroom Apartment 
on the Commons. Heat included, 
furnished. Available Aug. 1st. 272-
7441. 
Students Live in Center Ithaca. 
Commons living at its best. Fur-
nished and unfurnished 1 bed-
room apts. Available Now. Green-
houses, Skylights, Patio Access 
and Lovely City Views. To Visit 
Center Ithaca Apts. call 272-5275 
days, 532-4767 eves./ weekends 
or drop by the Center Ithaca 
Rental Office on the mezzanine. 
Summer Sublet on S. Aurora. 3 
Compiled by John Dal"i.1 
Assistant Sports Editor 
bdrms, furnished, parking, all 
utilities incl. Great location. 5/15-
8/15/00. 273-4149. 
Services 
Lose Weight, Feel Great! Would 
you like to lose weight while you 
sleep? Not a drug, it works and 
it's easy. Act now before summer 
and make money too! 315-662-
3547 bmoade@yahoo.com. 
Study outside for college credit! 
Travel this summer to Alaska, 
Yellowstone, Montana, Olympic 
Peninsula & Kamchatka, Russia. 
Earn credits in Biology, Forestry, 
Environmental Studies, and more 
Contact Wild Rockies Field 
Institute (406) 549-4336 
wrf1@wildrock1es.org on web site 
at: www.wildrock1es.org/wrf1. 
For Sale 
Matching computer desk and 
dresser. Wood finish. $55 for set 
Call Marla at 277-3374. 
-
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Send information to The Ithacan, 269 
Park Hall, ftl:laca College. For more 
infonnation, contact Calendar Editors 
Malissa F"l$Ch and Jill Hughes at 
27~ or fax 274--1565. 
Four-day weather forecast 
TODAY 
SATURDAY 
Afternoon 
clouds 
High: 45° 
' ~~!:;sot 
High: 40° 
Low: 60° 
FRIDAY 
SUNDAY 
, ~~::~of 
High: 55°-60° 
Low: 35°-40° 
Chance of 
showers 
High: 40° 
Low: 60° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
rOOAY 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
Amnesty International meeting -
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
"The State of Qualitative 
Research in Tourism" -12:15 
to 1 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Egbert 
Hall. Associate Professor Roger 
Riely, therapeutic recreation and 
leisure services, will speak. Open 
to all. Bring a lunch. Beverages 
and dessert will be provided. 
"Norman Rockwell at the 
Guggenheim: Modernism, 
Realism Revisionism" - 6 p.m. 
in the Handwerker Gallery. 
Presentation by Janet Wolff, 
· professor of art history/visual and 
cultural studies at the University of 
Rochester. 
"Present Problems and Future 
Trends in Israel" - 8 p.m. in 
Muller Center. Ambassador 
Shmuel Sisso, consul general of 
Israel in New York City, to speak. 
Reception to follow. Sponsored by 
IC Friends of Israel, Hillel and the 
Ithaca Area United Jewish 
Communities. 
"Summer and Smoke" - 8 p.m. 
in Clark Theatre, Dillingham 
Center. Runs April 13-15 and April 
18-22. Call 27 4-3224 for tickets. 
COMMUNITY 
"The Chemical Ways of Nature" 
- at Cornell University. Lectures 
begin at 3 p.m. and continue on 
Friday. Four leaders in chemical 
ecology will speak. Lectures are 
free and open to the pubhc. 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 8 p.m. at The 
Kitchen Theatre, 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Rompa Room with Citizen Zero 
- 9:30 p.m. at Castaways, 413 
Taughannock Blvd. Funky, 
melodic modern rock. Contact 
Roger Segelken, 255-9736, for 
more information. 
New Deal - 9:30 p.m. at The Haunt. 
FRIDAY 
Last day to revoke Pass/Fall 
Block II courses 
Last day to withdraw with "W" 
Block II courses 
Jewish Community Services -
Shabbat Services in Muller 
Chapel at 6 p.m. and dinner in the 
Terrace Dining Hall at 7 p.lJl. 
The Veg Out - 7 p.m. in the 
Lower Quads, outside Campus 
Center Dining Hall. Junior Adrien 
Finckel, sophomore Jessica 
Gonacha, sophomore Buffy 
Hubelbank, sophomore James 
Hearne and freshman Julia 
Pfeiffer, Amy Lanou (vegetarian 
nutrition specialist) and stand-up 
comedians will be present to 
speak about animal rights. Free 
food and CDs. 
Ameni Gospel Singers present 
"Sharing God's Gifts" - 8 p.m. 
in Ford Hall. Doors open at 7:30 
p.m. $3 admission. 
"Summer and Smoke" - 8 p.m. 
in Clark Theatre, Dillingham 
Center. Call 27 4-3224 for tickets. 
Chamber Music Ill - 9 p.m. in 
the New Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center for Music. Student 
chamber ensembles will perform. 
SPORTS 
Men's Tennis: Ithaca at EAA 
Tournament - TBA. 
COMMUNITY 
"The Chemical Ways of 
Nature"- at Cornell University. 
Lectures begin at 12:45 p.m. Four 
leaders in chemical ecology will 
speak. Lectures are free and open 
to the public. 
"Dream of a Common 
language" - 8 p.m. at The 
Kitchen Theatre, 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Donna the Buffalo - 9:30 p.m. 
at Castaways, 413 Taughannock 
Blvd. Local favorites. 
Perfect Thyroid with The Uplifters 
- 9:30 p.m. at The Haunt. 
SATURDAY 
Make-a-Wish SK run/walk -
Registration at noon, race starts at 
2 p.m. on the Ithaca College 
campus. Benefits the Make-a-Wish 
Foundation of Central New York. 
Pick up pledge forms at the Fitness 
Center or information desk in the 
Campus Center. Sponsored by the 
Community Service Network and 
Cornell's Student Wishmakers. 
Campus Band - 4 p.m. in Ford 
Hall. 
"Summer and Smoke" - 8 p.m. 
in Clark Theatre, Dillingham 
Center. Call 274-3224 for tickets. 
Women's Chorale and Choir -
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
SPORTS 
Men's and Women's Track and 
Field: Ithaca at Moravian with 
Lafayette, Widener and Temple 
-11 a.m. 
Men's and Women's Crew: 
Ithaca vs. Colgate and 
Rochester - 11 a.m. 
Softball: Ithaca vs. Cazenovia 
-1 p.m. 
Baseball: Ithaca vs. Clarkson -
1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse: Ithaca at Alfred 
-1 p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse: Ithaca at 
College of New Jersey- 1 p.m. 
Men's Tennis: Ithaca et EAA 
Tournament- TBA. 
COMMUNITY 
"Celebrating the Towns of 
Tompkins· County: Dryden" - 2 
p.m. at the DeWitt Society's 
Tompkins County Museum, 401 E. 
State St. 
"Why Rainbows?" - 2 p.m. at 
the Sciencenter, 601 First St. Sir 
Michael Berry, professor-at-large 
at Cornell University, will speak 
about the physics of light with 
lasers; polarizers, prisms and 
bathroom windows. 
"Ghost Radio Blues" - 2 p.m. 
Off-campus at The Bookery, 215 
N. Cayuga St. Dick Lourie, poet, 
blues musician and former Ithacan 
will celebrate the release of his 
new CD, with a special reading 
and performance. 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 8 p.m. at The 
Kitchen Theatre, 116 N. Cayuga St. 
The Destination - 9 p.m. at the 
-Rc.ngovian Embassy. 
Fromunda with Gunstrlp end 5LB 
Opinion - 9:30 p.m. at 
Castaways, 413 Taughannock Blvd. 
Hard-edged rock with an attitude. 
Fabulous '80s Dance Party with 
DJ Nicky Wood - 9:30 p.m. at 
The Haunt. 
ElectriCo with guest David's 
Foote - 10 p.m. at The Nines. 
SUNDAY 
Palm Sunday 
"Endangered Species" - at the 
Handwerker Gallery. A series of 1 0 
silk-screen prints by Andy Warhol 
on display. Final day for exhibit. 
Catholic Community Mess - 1 0 
a.m., 1 p.m. and 9 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
Protestant Community Services 
- 11 :30 a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Wind Ensemble - 3 p.m. in Ford 
Hall. 
Chamber Music IV- 7 p.m. in 
the New Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center for Music. 
Ben Folds Five - 7:30 p.m. in 
Ben Light Gymnasium. Doors 
open at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are 
available in the Campus Center for 
$10 with an IC ID and $12 without. 
Opera Workshop - 8: 15 p.m. in 
the Nabenhauer Room, Whalen 
Center for Music. 
SPORTS 
Men's and Women's Crew: 
Ithaca vs. RIT and Skidmore -
11 a.m. 
.Baseball: Ithaca vs. St. 
Lawrence - J p.m. 
Men's Tennis: Ithaca at EAA 
Tournament - TBA. 
COMMUNITY 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 4 p.m. at The 
Kitchen Theatre, 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Dinner Jazz with Neal Massa 
Trio - 6 to 9 p.m. at the 
Rongovian Embassy. No cover. 
Grail - at The Haunt. $2 over 21 
years old. $4 under 21 years old. 
Goth/Industrial night. . 
MONDAY 
Scripture Study - 7 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Vocal and Instrumental Piano 
Duos - 8: 15 p.m. in the New 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
TUESDAY 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
History Club meeting - noon to 
Thursday 
April 13, 2000 
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RAIN,-RAIN, GO AWAY 
ALEX MORRISON/THtl111AOAN 
SENIOR CAPTAIN DAVE MELUNI stares angrily at the fog-
covered field during the ralnout of Saturday. The rain led to the 
cencelletlon of Game 2 of the doubleheader. [Story, page 30) 
1 p.m. in the Rec Center. 
"Xenophobia at Williamsport: 
ESPN's Coverage of the Little 
League World Serles" - noon to 
1 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Egbert 
Hall. Associate Professor Stephen 
Mosher, exercise and sport 
sciences, to speak. Bring a lunch. 
STAGES meetlng-12:10 p.m. 
in Friends 306. 
Catholic Community Mass -
12: 15 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
IC Comedy Club meeting - 7 
p.m. in Terrace 9, room 226. 
"Forum: Talking 
Discrimination" - 7 to 10 p.m. in 
Friends 210. Presented by Junior 
Jerome Ng and Associate 
Professor Jodi Cohen, speech 
communication. Part of the Focus 
Asia 2000 series. 
BIGAYLA meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 309. 
Chamber Orchestra- 8:15 p.m. 
in Ford Hall. 
SPORTS 
Softball: Ithaca vs. RIT - 3 p.m. 
Baseball: Ithaca at Oneonta -
3:30p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Foundation for Local Music's 
"FLM sessions" - 9:30 p.m. at 
Castaways, 413 Taughannock 
Blvd. A collection of some of the 
best musicians from different 
locally-based bands. Hard-edge, 
high-energy jams. 
WEDNESDAY 
Passover begins et sunset 
Catholic Community Mass -
4:30 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
French Club meeting - 5: 15 
p.m. in the French Quarter. 
Scripture Study- 7 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Chorus - 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Evensong - 1 O p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. Sponsored by the 
Protestant Community. 
SPORTS 
Men's Lacrosse: Ithaca vs. 
Keuka - 4 p.m. 
Men's Tennis: Ithaca at 
Hamilton - 4 p.m. 
THURSDAY 
Passover 
Holy Thursday 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
Amnesty International meeting 
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
"The Integration of Aging 
Issues In the Social Studies, 
Economics and Government 
Curriculums" -12:15 to 1 p.m. 
in Clark Lounge, .Egbert Hall. 
Sophomore Michael Keville, 
Professor Frank Musgrave, 
economics, and Assistant 
Professor Zenon Wasyliw, history, 
will speak. Bring a lunch. Dessert 
and beverages provided. 
Catholic Community Mass of 
the Lord's Supper - 7 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Community Vigil -
8: 15 p.m. until midnight in Muller 
Chapel. Night Prayer will follow. 
Percussion Ensemble - 8: 15 
p.m. in Ford Hall. 
COMMUNITY 
"Dream of a Common Language" 
--- 8 p.m. at The Kitchen Theatre, 
116 N. Cayuga St. 
Damn Brandy with Willis In 
Motion - 9:30 p.m. at 
Castaways, 413 Taughannock 
Blvd. Eclectic new music. 
John Brown's Body- 9:30 p.m. 
at The Haunt. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed In the calendar. 
